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Executive summary 
A programme of archaeological fieldwork was undertaken at The Wirk, on the island of 
Rousay, Orkney by the Orkney Research Centre for Archaeology. The Wirk consists of the 
remains of an upstanding stone-built tower with the site of an adjoining range to the east, 
which are stylistically considered to be 12th century in date. The site was excavated in the 
1920s by J. S. Clouston, and later dates have since been suggested for the site, however the 
date of the buildings, their function and the relationship between the tower and range remains 
unclear. Geophysical survey characterised the buried remains of the range and identified 
additional features in the vicinity. Evaluation excavation in two trenches located wall footings 
of the eastern range (southern external wall and part of the eastern ancillary building) and 
concluded that the tower and range were built at the same time (contra some earlier 
interpretations). A significant assemblage of c.13th-century worked and moulded red 
sandstone was recovered which is suggested to originate from a former medieval kirk nearby 
rather than The Wirk. Radiocarbon dates from material (charred grain) found in deposits 
abutting the southern external wall of the hall at The Wirk returned Late Iron Age dates. This 
material is most likely derived from the disturbance of earlier activity during the construction 
of the hall. It is concluded that the tower and hall are contemporary and likely to be 12th century 
in date, based on stratigraphic relationships observed during the excavations.   

1 Introduction 
An archaeological evaluation excavation and geophysical survey was undertaken at The Wirk, 
Westness, Rousay (hereafter referred to as ‘The Wirk’ or ‘the Site’); a large stone-built tower 
located next to St Mary’s Kirk and Skaill on the west coast of the island (Figures 1 & 2, Plate 
1). The project was undertaken by the Orkney Research Centre for Archaeology (ORCA; UHI 
Archaeology Institute) and was grant funded by the Castle Studies Trust. The site was partly 
excavated in the 1920s by J. Storer Clouston and reported by Clouston (1931) and later in the 
Inventory of Orkney (RCAMS 1946), although the date and phasing of the site is still open to 
debate. The aim of this research is to better understand the nature and date of this tower 
which has variously been interpreted as a 12th century Norse Castle, a hall-house tower, a 
defensive church tower and a 16th century tower and range.  

The project has addressed research questions, advancing our understanding of the site, its 
layout, date, and regional and national context. A programme of non-intrusive geophysical 
survey (Figure 9), intrusive evaluation excavation (two trial trenches) with selective bulk 
environmental sampling was undertaken at the eastern side of the site within the field adjacent 
to the remains of the tower and 3D modelling.  

The proposed investigations at The Wirk link in with an established research project 
‘Landscapes of Change’ run by the University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) Archaeology 
Institute, which has been investigating clearance landscapes on Rousay since 2015 (Lee et 
al. 2017) with current investigation at the neighbouring settlement mound at Skaill (NRHE No. 
HY33SE 161). This project is run in partnership with excavations at nearby Knowe of Swandro 
(NRHE No. HY32NE 19; University of Bradford, Swandro-Orkney Coastally Archaeology 
Trust). Combined these projects have been investigating long-term landscape and 
environmental change in Westside from the Neolithic to modern periods. The Skaill project 
has collaborated with the Historic Environment Scotland survey team, who have undertaken 
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building survey in 2015, 2017 and 2018 at the farmsteads under investigation (see Dixon 
2019).  

 

 

Plate 1. View of The Wirk during excavation, located on the corner of St Mary’s Kirkyard in the 
foreground, looking south to Skaill (Image: Bobby Friel @TakeTheHighView). 

The Wirk comprises a ruinous fortified stone tower, with the site of a hall to the east and 
earthworks to the west, situated adjacent to St Mary’s Kirk (Plate 2; National Grid reference 
HY 37407 30184). The site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SM5773; Figure 3) and is listed 
in the National Record for the Historic Environment (Site Number: HY33SE 17; Canmore ID: 
2282). The site is located on the south-western side of the island and partly lies in an 
uncultivated strip of land adjacent to the shore, extending into the cultivated field to the east, 
at approximately 5m above Ordnance Datum (mAOD). The excavations were located within 
the eastern part of the site in the cultivated field. The stone tower was not investigated as part 
of these works.  

The solid geology underlying the west side of Rousay consists of Upper Stromness Flagstone 
formation (USF) with igneous dyke intrusions, overlain by till comprising reddish grey or grey 
clay or sandy clay diamicton with blocks of mainly local rock type (British Geological Survey 
1999).  

This report summarises the results of the fieldwork in accordance with the Written Scheme of 
Investigation (Gibbon & Lee 2020) agreed by Historic Environment Scotland (HES) for 

The Wirk 

St Mary’s Kirk 

Trench 1 
see Fig 9.  

Skaill 

Trench 2 
see Fig 10.  

Tower  
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Scheduled Monument Consent (SMC ID: 300044777). Permission for the geophysical survey 
was granted by HES under a Metal and Mineral Detecting consent (MMDC ID: 300045360). 
The project was undertaken following the Standards and Code of Practice specified by the 
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA). 

Geophysical survey was undertaken on 15-16 September 2020. Following delays due to covid, 
the evaluation excavation was undertaken on 5-16 July 2021.  

 

Plate 2. View of The Wirk from above, adjacent to St Mary’s Kirk looking south (Image: Bobby Friel 
@TakeTheHighView). 

2 Archaeological and Historical Background 

2.1 The Wirk 
The Wirk, meaning stronghold in Old Norse, and with the alternative name Westness Castle, 
is a small stone tower located close to the coast on the island of Rousay in Orkney. It has 
variously been interpreted as a 12th century Norse Castle, a detached fortified bell-tower, a 
13th century defensive tower for an incomplete church, a hall-house garderobe tower and most 
recently a 16th century tower and attached range (Gibbon 2017a; Grieve 1999; Dixon 2017). 
The eastern hall is comparable in size with the 12th-century Bishop’s Palace in Kirkwall 
(Gibbon 2017a: 237).  

Minor clearance and excavation in the 1920s identified similarities in construction between 
The Wirk and the 12th-century Cubbie Roo’s Castle, Wyre, Orkney considered to be one of the 
earliest stone keeps in Scotland (Tabraham 1997).  The Wirk is located on Westness which 
has been a large estate since at least the 12th century when it was the home of the Norse 
chieftain Sigurd of Westness (Orkneyinga saga). Sigurd was a close friend of Earl Paul II, who 
was captured by Sweyn Asleifson in 1137 when staying with Sigurd (Orkneyinga Saga; 
Clouston 1931, 27). The Wirk is adjacent to Rousay’s parish kirk, built in the 16th century and 
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currently roofless, and built upon earlier footings likely to date from the 12th/13th century 
(Gibbon 2006). The Wirk was surveyed in 1984 (Lowe), 1999 (Grieve) and 2017 (HES) and 
whilst these provide a record of the site above ground, no recent work has been undertaken 
to refine the ambiguous nature and date of the tower and the buildings to the east (Figure 4).  

 

Plate 3. Inside The Wirk tower, looking southeast, showing the entrance to an underground well or 
passage (Image: Dan Lee). 

The most recent comprehensive study and review of Norse Castles in Orkney has been 
undertaken Gibbon (2017) née Grieve (1999).  In this, The Wirk is interpreted as a hall-house 
(even a bishopric hall) and part of a 12th century estate (Gibbon 2017a: 238). Previously, The 
Wirk has been interpreted as an unfinished kirk (Clouston 1931) and a first-floor hall-house 
(Dunbar 1982; Lowe 1984). An assessment of the above ground architectural remains and 
recently discovered archive images of the site during an assessment by Grieve (1999) indicate 
that the tower (Plate 3) was intended to be part of a larger structure, forming a status symbol 
for the hall-house, and controlling access along Eynhallow Sound (Gibbon 2017: 238).  

Recently, the 12th/13th century date attributed to The Wirk has been rejected in favour of a 16th 
century date. This is based on the built remains and 16th century architectural fragments which 
were found in the 1920s (HES 2017; Wyeth 2018, 111). However, architectural fragments of 
12th/13th century date were also present and recent discoveries nearby, particularly the 
discovery earlier this year of a Norse hall at Skaill (UHI 2019) would suggest this was a high-
status foci in the saga period (Gibbon 2006, 2017). This is not to dispute that The Wirk may 
also have been in use in the 16th century when the estate was owned by a prominent Orkney 
family. One of the objectives of this project was to locate trial trenches over part of Clouston’s 
excavation and at the eastern extent, as shown by RCAMS (fig.2), to identify the earliest 
phases of the tower and adjacent building. Upper parts of the tower were substantially rebuilt 
in the 19th century and so excavation allowed examination of areas that had not been 
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knowingly rebuilt. Although the tower has been recorded multiple times, only Clouston has 
investigated the eastern end of the building.  

2.2 Previous Investigations at The Wirk 
A number of previous archaeological investigations have been undertaken at The Wirk: partial 
excavations were undertaken in the 1920s, survey of the kirk and The Wirk by Lowe in 1984, 
topographic survey as part of Research MPhil Degree by Grieve in 1999, measured survey in 
2017 and nearby geophysical survey in 2018.  

2.2.1 Clouston’s Excavations 
Investigations were first undertaken at The Wirk in the 1920s by prominent Orkney antiquarian 
and novelist J. Storer Clouston (later Vice President of the Orkney Antiquarian Society). 
Clouston undertook a number of excavations of Orkney churches, houses and strongholds in 
the early 1900s, and whilst compared to modern  standards his investigations were rather 
rudimentary, for his time, he was notably cautious in his approach, keen to learn from more 
authoritative figures such as Taranger, Fischer, Brøgger, Watson, Callendar and Richardson, 
published his findings and maintained a useful archive of notes and thoughts on his research 
(now held in the Orkney Archive).  

The first published mention of Clouston’s excavation at The Wirk is by Hugh Marwick, who 
notes the discovery in his article ‘Antiquarian notes on Rousay’ published in 1923 in the first 
edition of the Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Society:  

“Just outside the church-yard wall are the remains of an old building, and a few years ago, Mr. 
Storer Clouston discovered here the remains of a square tower or keep with walls about eight 
feet thick, enclosing a room nine or ten feet square. Excavations would be necessary to reveal 
the exact size, but these figures are approximately correct” (Marwick 1923: 17).  

Clouston was known for his excellent and visionary work in recording Orkney’s vernacular 
architecture with his series of papers on Orkney houses and mills (the first two appearing in 
the same volume as Marwick’s description above; see for example Clouston 1923). Clouston 
was also keenly interested in Norse Orkney with specific reference to Orkneyinga Saga which 
led to his investigation of churches, estate farms and Norse castles. He published two well-
illustrated papers about Norse strongholds on the Orkney Mainland in 1925 and 1929 
(Clouston 1926, 1929). In the first, detailing his excavations at Clouston Castle, he mentions 
The Wirk, stating it was shown to him by Mr John Logie, that the keep was evident and that it 
‘would be well worth excavating’ (Clouston 1926: 295). His later paper on three Norse 
strongholds on Mainland Orkney (Cairston Castle, Stenness Kirk Tower and Clouston Tower) 
updates his earlier findings with no mention of The Wirk, instead using Cubbie Roo’s Castle 
on Wyre as the comparative example (Clouston 1929) but this is explainable by the fact he 
had not yet excavated The Wirk and was using Cubbie Roo’s as documentary evidence for 
castle construction.  
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Plate 4. Plan of The Wirk published by Clouston (1931:27 figure 8) with trench locations, showing the 
tower and buildings to the east, including room B (Ancillary Buildings) which is not depicted fully on 

any subsequent plans.  

At some point after his Cairston excavations in the summer of 1927, and before 1930, 
Clouston returned to The Wirk and undertook the excavations he proposed in his previous 
papers. The tower was fully exposed and remains of a building to the east were revealed 
(Plates 4 and 5). The findings were first published in a booklet Early Norse Castles in 1931 
(Clouston 1931). Clouston’s interpretation, based on the excavation and documentary 
evidence, was that the building was originally designed to be a grand church with a western 
fortified tower, he suggested that the church build was abandoned before completion and 
instead the tower was built and used as a stronghold. He further suggests, based on the 
architectural fragments and documentary record, that a reconstruction of the tower was started 
in the sixteenth century but the building was destroyed prior to completion (1931: 32-33). The 
report is illustrated with a scaled plan and photographs with a description of the architecture 
and key finds. The stone keep is described in detail, including specific details such as the long 
stones used in the masonry (similar to Cubbie Roo’s Castle on Wyre), the ground floor 
chamber and cistern (p 28). Significant architectural fragments including a stone carved with 
the arms of Adam Bothwell Bishop of Orkney was found (1559 – 1568). Structural evidence 
indicated that the south wing of the keep had been rebuilt (p 29). The plan shows the tower 
and two main rooms, with a substantial hall (A) with a series of walls forming a small room (B) 

Hall 

Ancillary 

Tower 

Tr.2 

Tr.1 

Southern 
wall 
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to the east (Plate 4, see Figure 2 for a digitised version). Both rooms were accessed by doors 
to the east.  

 

Plate 5. Clouston’s excavations at The Wirk in the late 1920s (Orkney Library & Archive). 

Several points are made about the buildings to the east of the tower (Clouston 1931: 30-32): 

• Only foundations remain. These are absent on the north side and east end ‘but quite 
well-preserved elsewhere’.  

• The main western walls (A) are of different thickness 
• There was no door from the tower to the eastern buildings 
• Excavations recovered a ‘large amount of ecclesiastical carved freestone’ i.e. red 

sandstone. Clouston suggests that the building could have been intended to be an 
elaborate church, but altered to be a secular castle.  

• Excavations recovered an ‘elaborately carved finial, with sixteen human faces, right 
under the S.W. corner of the tower, exactly as if it had fallen from the top.’  
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Plate 6. Carved finial from Clouston’s excavations on display in The Orkney Museum (Image Dan 
Lee).  

The second detailed account of the excavations and architecture at The Wirk is presented in 
the Inventory of Orkney, published later by the Royal Commission on Ancient monuments 
Scotland in 1946 (RCAMS 1946: 191-2; Plate 7). This includes a simplified scaled plan for the 
excavations based upon Clouston’s 1931 plan, shown in Figure 6 (see Figure 2 for a digitised 
version). The commission’s plan shows the eastern structures in less detail. The description 
contains different details to Clouston’s publication, summarised as: 

• The tower is part of some larger structure, with a building to the east, but whether they 
are contemporary is uncertain.  

• The northern end of the east wall of the eastern building appears to have been rebuilt. 
• A ‘race-bond’ divides phases of build in the later phases of walling above the footings 

(‘vertical straight joint in courses of masonry’, p373). 
• The building footing appears to be continuous and a distinct phase below the upper 

phases of build containing race bonds (the footing contained two moulded red 
sandstone fragments) 

(RCAMS 1946: 191-2). 
 

 

Plate 7. Plan of The Wirk, based upon the results of Clouston’s excavations, published in the 
Inventory of Orkney (RCAMS 1946: 191, figure 272). 

Loose fragments of moulded red sandstone in the eastern building footing (suggested to be 
13th to 14th century in date) are considered to have originated from St Magnus Cathedral, 
Kirkwall (RCAMS 1946: 192). Other comparable fragments discovered in and around the 
kirkyard during 19th century kirk repairs are currently stored at Trumland House (some are 
built into an arch, others remain in the house and have recently been viewed by the authors). 
The ornate circular pinnacle is displayed in The Orkney Museum (Plate 6). The presence of 
red sandstone leads to the interpretation that the eastern building contains reused building 
material that was brought to Westness in the third quarter of the 16th century (RCAMS 1946). 
What is evident, is that The Wirk contains several phases of rebuilding, and this is likely to 
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follow a similar pattern as found at neighbouring St Mary’s Kirk and Skaill farm, where Norse 
/ medieval buildings have been surmounted by post-medieval buildings. At The Wirk, it is 
possible that early build phases in the eastern building could be medieval in date, with later 
phases above. It remains unproven whether the tower was built in the medieval period. Both 
the tower and building to the east could have been extensively remodelled along with other 
key phases of building in the vicinity, such as the reconstruction of St Mary’s Kirk in the 16th – 
17th century, and the levelling of the Norse hall at Skaill and construction of a farmstead around 
the same time.  

2.2.2 Limitations of Clouston’s excavations 
The shortcomings of Clouston’s excavations can be summarised as: 

• Publication of the site contains limited description and illustration, focusing on the 
architecture.  

• The basic site plan published in 1931 (revised and reprinted in 1946) depicts the 
main wall lines only.  

• Despite the excavations, the stratigraphic relationship between the tower and eastern 
building remains unclear.  

• Investigations focused on the tower, with a limited description of the building to the 
east. 

• Phasing within the eastern building remains unclear. 
• It is unclear whether structures and deposits were fully excavated or left in situ. 
• The depth and extent of the excavations remain unclear. 
• Lack of contextual information. 
• Lack of information regarding artefacts. 
• Limited photographic record (Clouston 1931 contains some photographs of 

architectural features and Orkney Archive hold additional excavation photographs 
showing the North wall of the eastern building). 

 

Of note is that the same limitations apply to Cubbie Roo’s Castle, located on nearby Wyre, 
which was surveyed and briefly excavated by Clouston in 1931 (1931) and then investigated 
by the Ministry of Works without record later in the 1930s. The architecture was subsequently 
recorded by the commission, noted by Marwick (Marwick 1927) and published in the Inventory 
of Orkney (RCAMS 1946: 235-239). Unfortunately, the excavation records for these two 
significant Norse castles in the west of the Orkney archipelago are poor.  

2.2.3 Lowe’s survey 1984 
In 1984, Christopher Lowe surveyed the kirk and adjacent ‘medieval fortification’ (Plate 8). 
The survey revealed the E wall of the tower, above scarcement level, was constructed prior to 
the erection of the tower proper, which led to Lowe’s dismissal of Dietrichson and Meyer’s 
interpretation of the tower as a freestanding defensive bell tower (1906, 29). He didn’t refer to 
Clouston or Dunbar’s site interpretations. Lowe’s survey included recording seventy-three 
architectural fragments of 13th century character in and around the kirk (1984b, 20-21) which 
he related to similar architectural pieces on the nearby island of Eynhallow and others 
excavated at The Wirk by Clouston. Of particular interest is Lowe’s record of what appears to 
be evidence of Clouston’s excavations to the east of the tower (a depression within the 
structure and a mound (most likely spoil) to the north and slight traces of the eastern wall, as 
shown in the 1946 plan.  
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Plate 8. Lowe’s plan of 1984 survey (1984a, fig. 3). 

2.2.4 Grieve’s survey 1999 
Grieve’s basic survey in 1999 was undertaken as part of her Research MPhil investigations 
into Norse Castles in Orkney, the core of which was a reassessment of Clouston’s 1931 castle 
publication.  The survey showed that the site was much the same as it had been in 1984 
although no visible stonework was found marking the eastern wall as shown by Lowe. Several 
large stones could be felt underfoot in the same place some of which were partly visible in the 
sloping ground as a stone-built edge (1999, fig.3.2). Three raised areas were interpreted as 
spoil from Clouston’s excavations based on an assessment of the archive photographs and a 
similar discard pattern evident at another Clouston excavation previously surveyed by the 
author (1999, 61-64, 72). 

2.2.5 HES survey 2017 
In 2017, the Historic Environment Scotland survey team produced a site plan, detailed plan 
and section of The Wirk tower along with features visible in the area of Clouston’s excavations 
in the field to the east (DC 57749, DC 57750, DC 57751). They also undertook building surveys 
at Skaill, recording the domestic and byre / barn ranges (2017-18), linking in with the UHI 
Landscapes of Change project (Dixon 2019; Figure 6). 

2.2.6 Geophysical survey by UHI and RGK 2015-2018 
A number of geophysical surveys have been undertaken in the vicinity of The Wirk, as part of 
the UHI Landscapes of Change Project. In 2015, a magnetometer survey was undertaken 
around Skaill farmstead in the area to the south of St Mary’s Kirk and across the broch mound 
at South Howe to the north (Lee et al. 2019a). Evidence for earlier phases of settlement were 
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identified at Skaill (since excavated, see below) and concentric ditches and banks were 
identified at South Howe broch. 

In 2018, a large-scale magnetometer survey was undertaken by the German Archaeological 
Institute RGK along the cultivated coastal strip at Westness (from North Howe to Westness 
farm). Due to the use of a quad bike and cart, the survey could not cover the area close to the 
tower. The area to the east of the tower appears to be magnetically quiet, with two strong 
positive and negative anomalies likely to be iron spikes. The area to the west and north of the 
tower has not been surveyed.  

2.3 Landscapes of Change project 
Five seasons of fieldwork have been undertaken by the UHI Archaeology Institute (including 
members of the team for The Wirk) at Skaill, a Viking/Norse/Post-medieval farmstead and 
settlement mound 100 m south of The Wirk (Lee et al 2018, 2019a, 2019b). In 2019, walls 
extending from below the extensive settlement mound in Trench 4, to the western side of the 
extant farm buildings, have been confirmed as a Norse building, which is likely to be the 
remains of a large long house or hall. Substantial 1m wide stone walls were found 5.5m apart 
with internal features such as stone benches along either side. Two main phases of 
construction have so far been identified, with the northern wall having undergone considerable 
rebuilding (Lee et al. 2020).  

Although only partly uncovered at this stage, the Skaill hall has parallels with other Norse halls 
excavated in Orkney, such as Snusgar in Sandwick, Quoygrew in Westray and Skaill in 
Deerness. The Westness Skaill hall probably dates to the 10th to 12th centuries AD. The find 
provides tantalising evidence for the earliest phases of inhabitation on this farm and settlement 
mound indicating it may well have been inhabited for over 1000 years. Westness is mentioned 
in Orkneyinga Saga as the home of Sigurd, a powerful chieftain, and it is possible that the hall 
discovered at Skaill was his residence. It appears that the hall was deliberately dismantled 
and replaced by a large building on a north to south alignment, which was in turn replaced by 
the extant farmhouse on the same footprint. It is possible that the dismantling of the original 
hall coincided with the construction of The Wirk, and that The Wirk is a replacement of the 
Skaill Norse hall (Lee et al. DES 2020). 

3 Research Questions 
Investigations at the fortified building complex at The Wirk address research questions with 
site-based, regional and national significance. However, it is unclear what structural remains 
and deposits survive at the site given Clouston’s previous investigations. The following 
research questions have been addressed through small-scale evaluation and sampling at the 
site, and aim to establish (1) the limitations of the previous excavations outlined above, (2) 
contradictory interpretations of the dating of the origin of the site and (3) research themes and 
gaps identified in the Scottish Archaeological Research Framework and recent related 
research: 

1) At The Wirk, were structures and deposits left in-situ following Clouston’s 
excavations and what is their depth, character and extent?  

2) What is The Wirk and when was it first constructed? Were there different phases of 
use?  
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3) How does the site compare with other towered sites in Orkney and the north of 
Scotland? What is the relationship between The Wirk and the parish kirk, the Norse 
hall at nearby Skaill, and the surrounding landscape? 

These research questions address the arguments laid out by Grieve (1999) and Gibbon (2006, 
2017) – the research lead on this project – who has undertaken the most recent and 
comprehensive review of Norse castles and ecclesiastical sites in Orkney, centred on the 
interpretation of the site as a Norse towered building comparable to other estates centres in 
neighbouring islands and forming a core element of the estate centre. As noted above, recent 
excavations at nearby Skaill, and comparisons to Cubbie Roo’s castle and place-name and 
landscape analysis of other high-status settlements, indicate that The Wirk was a high-status 
estate centre. The name Skaill, especially in uncompounded form, indicates a twelfth century 
building of considerable status usually located in a central place in a medieval estate 
(Thomson 2012). The pairing of church and high-status site (such as Skaill, Bu and Bea/By 
names) has long been recognised (Clouston 1932) and the proximity of Skaill and the parish 
kirk at Westness is no exception. The estate at Westness appears to have oscillated with key 
periods of estate accrual and expansion ‘boom’ followed by the sale of portions of the land 
and reduction in scale ‘bust’. The interpretation to date is that twelfth century Orkney was a 
‘boom’ time, as seen in the architectural evidence for instance, and that the thirteenth century 
saw a decline which continued into the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Thereafter, and 
particularly with the arrival of the Stewart Earls and their followers, there was another 
architectural revival with key buildings such as the Earls Palaces at Kirkwall and Birsay 
dominating, but associated with a period of mansion building across the archipelago, often on 
the sites of former Norse estates. Better understanding The Wirk’s place in these periods of 
identifiable architectural expression is key to gaining a better understanding of the estate as a 
whole and where it’s centre was over time. 

Knowing the time period(s) in which The Wirk was in use would also allow more profitable 
wider-scale comparisons to be made. Is The Wirk part of the medieval Norse, North Atlantic 
world or is it part of the Scottish Renaissance period? Should this be seen alongside research 
into Scottish castles and country seats (McKean 2002, 2006; Oram 2008, 2015) or is an 
association with the North Atlantic and Scandinavian world more fitting (Crawford 2013, 2017; 
Gibbon 2006, 2017; Harrison 2013; Jessen & Terkildsen 2016; Júlíusson 2010; Raven 2005)? 

In more recent times the wider landscape of these estate centres has begun to be explored, 
in projects such as Landscapes of Change (UHI 2019), Griffiths et al’s Coastal Landscapes 
project (2019) and the doctoral research of Harrison (2013), Wyeth (2018) and Gibbon (2006, 
forthcoming). The main issue concerning many of these supposedly twelfth century buildings 
is the lack of secure dating evidence and whilst recent work by Thacker will hopefully shed 
light on lime-mortar dating in these buildings, there is a considerable need for secure dating, 
which this project hopes to achieve through minimal targeted excavation. The wider landscape 
of The Wirk takes in a sea route used to navigate through the archipelago and another area 
of comparison which we would like to touch on is that between the towered church on 
Eynhallow and The Wirk. Eynhallow church has a square western tower, recently considered 
by Thacker to have been built to house a relic (Thacker 2015) and holds architectural 
fragments thought by Lowe and Lamb to be part of the same collection as found at The Wirk 
(Lowe 1984a & c). Again, being able to ascertain the date and form of The Wirk would enable 
better comparisons between these sites which appear to share architectural characteristics 
and monumental form.  
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Furthermore, interpretations of The Wirk are limited by the lack of understanding of the 
immediate context of the tower in all directions. Whilst investigation of the south side is 
prohibited by the kirkyard, geophysical survey of the surroundings to the west, north and east 
should help characterise the tower and perhaps, alongside the excavations, indicate related 
structures that might allow for a clearer interpretation of the site.  

In addition, these research questions address key research themes and gaps identified in the 
Scottish Archaeological Research Framework (ScARF 2012, 
http://www.scottishheritagehub.com – Medieval Scotland).  

There are a number of research gaps: 

• Excavations of medieval sites in the Northern Isles have tended to focus on settlement 
rather than defensive sites (p16)  

• “While the earthwork and stone castle sites that belonged to the aristocratic elite of the 
12th to 14th centuries are more easily identified, those of the lesser knights and 
landowners have been poorly researched” (p40) 

Specifically, the proposed excavations will address the recommendations: 

“The broad range of medieval settlement should be approached holistically, incorporating the 
diverse nature of different types of site through appropriate scales of fieldwork.” p54 
 

• The proposed project utilises a combination of techniques (geophysical survey and 
evaluation excavation) to investigate the site.  

 
“The lack of early medieval settlement is a critical gap and high status later medieval 
settlement, such as castles, should be approached as sites within the wider medieval 
landscape.” p54 
 

• The proposed project links in the UHI Landscapes of Change project which takes a 
landscape approach. The Wirk should be viewed as part of the wider complex at 
Skaill and St Mary’s, which in the Norse period appears to have contained a 
substantial longhouse, kirk and early phases at The Wirk. The site may have links to 
the Norse chieftain Sigurd of Westness. 

3.1 Public benefit 

The project addresses the objectives set out in Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy (HES 
2015):  

o Delivering Archaeology: The project will work with local residents and 
organisations to deliver a high quality, structured and properly resourced 
research project. 

o Enhancing Understanding – the project has clear research aims and will 
implement wide dissemination through social media, blogs, along with 
traditional reporting. Local residents will have the opportunity to undertake 
training in field techniques. The resulting report will be distributed widely to 
stakeholders and organisations, and published on the Castle Studies Trust 
website.  

o Caring and Protecting – the project will ensure that the archaeological 
resource at the site is better understood and managed. 

http://www.scottishheritagehub.com/
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o Engagement – the project will engage with Rousay residents and work with 
local stake holder organisations Rousay, Egilsay and Wyre Heritage (SCIO), 
and the Rousay Egilsay and Wyre Development Trust (REWDT).  

o Innovation and skills – The project will provide high quality training and 
memorable learning experiences in excavation, survey, finds identification and 
processing.  

4 Archaeological Methodology 
Methods for the geophysical survey and archaeological evaluation excavation are detailed 
below.  

4.1 Geophysical Survey 
A programme of non-intrusive geophysical survey (this document) and 3D modelling followed 
by intrusive evaluation excavation within the previous trench area (two trial trenches) with 
selective bulk environmental sampling is proposed at the eastern side of the site (Figure 9). 
Magnetometer (10 x 20m grids) and earth resistance survey (6 x 20m grids) was undertaken 
at the site. 

Geophysical survey covered the entire site (where accessible) and provide additional 
information of the extent and layout of buried structures and deposits. Magnetometer survey 
was undertaken within all grids, with targeted earth resistance survey in selected grids.  

The results of the geophysical survey was used to inform the trench locations (see below) as 
agreed with Historic Environment Scotland.  

4.1.1 Survey area 
An ‘L’ shaped survey area of ten 20 x 20 grid squares covered the site to the east and west 
of the extant tower (overall survey area 80 x 80 m), see Figure 2.  

Magnetometer (gradiometer) survey – Grid squares x 10 (targeting the site and 
immediate surroundings with a c.20m buffer) 

Earth resistance survey – Grid squares x 5 (targeting walls and layout of the site) 

The area inside the tower, the tower walls and the area within St Mary’s kirkyard were not 
covered by the survey.  
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4.1.2 Geophysical Survey Method 
 

Set Out  
Instrument Leica GNSS 

Type of correction Real Time Kinematic GNSS 
 

Gradiometer Survey  
Instrument Bartington Grad601-2 
Grid size 20x20m 
Sampling along the traverses 25cm 
Traverse intervals 1m 
Collection mode Zig-Zag 

 

Earth Resistance Survey  
Instrument RM-15 + MP (Parallel) 
Grid size 20x20m 
Sampling along the traverses 0.5m 
Traverse intervals 0.5m 
Collection mode Zig-Zag 

Table 1: Geophysical equipment and methodology used in the field. 

4.1.3 GPS Survey 
Prior to data collection a series of 20m grids was established across the site based on that 
shown in Figure 1, using a Lecia GNSS system. The grids were marked out using a series of 
small plastic tent pegs and garden canes inserted approximately 50mm into the ground.  

4.1.4 Magnetometer (Gradiometer) Survey 
Gradiometry measures localized variations in the earth’s magnetic field caused by features in 
the top metre or so of the ground. The technique is especially suited to locating ditches, pits, 
pottery and tile kilns, hearths and ovens, ferrous debris, and burnt material.  

Gradiometer survey was undertaken using a Bartington Grad601-2 gradiometer. The 
gradiometer comprises two fluxgate sensors mounted 1m apart on a vertical axis. Each sensor 
measures the earth’s magnetic field, in nanoTesla (nT), and the instrument records the 
difference between the observed readings for each sensor. By doing so the instrument is 
recording subtle changes or anomalies in the earth’s magnetic field caused by material in the 
top metre or so of the earth’s surface. By measuring the magnetic field in this manner 
variations due to large-scale geological variations and diurnal fluctuations are filtered out. Data 
were collected at 0.25m intervals along traverses 1m apart within the series of 20m grids, 
which were later merged together. This technique does not require contact with the ground. 

4.1.5 Resistance Survey 
Resistance survey effectively measures the moisture content in the top 0.75m or so of the 
earth’s surface. It is particularly suited to locating walls and rubble spreads, made surfaces 
such as yards, and stone coffins or cists. The technique can also be used to locate ditches 
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and pits in areas where gradiometry is not suitable, for example due to the nature of the soils 
or the presence of large amounts of ferrous material on or beneath the surface. 

Resistance survey was undertaken using a Geoscan RM15 resistance meter and MPX15 
multiplexer.  For this survey a standard twin probe configuration was used with a mobile probe 
separation of 0.5m providing a depth resolution of approximately 0.75m. Data were collected 
within the series of 20m grids with readings taken at 0.5m intervals along parallel traverses 
0.5m apart. In some selected areas data was collected at 0.25m by 0.25m intervals. The 
probes (about 1cm in diameter) need to be inserted into the ground for each reading to a depth 
of approximately 1 – 3cm to ensure a good electrical contact. 

4.1.6 Data Processing and Presentation of Results 
All gradiometer and resistance data were processed with Geoplot 4.00, using a standard range 
of corrections and processing algorithms.  

The data has been presented in the form of greyscale/colour images, XY trace plots 
(gradiometry data) and interpretative diagrams, combined with hard copies of digital mapping 
illustrating the location of the survey and any anomalies that are detected. These figures have 
been combined with a brief introduction, technical statement, and discussion of results to form 
the survey report, following CIfA guidelines. 

4.2 Excavation Methodology 

4.2.1 General Considerations 
The purpose of an archaeological field evaluation as defined by CIfA (2014a) is to  

determine, as far as is reasonably possible, the nature of the 
archaeological resource within a specified area using appropriate 
methods and practices. 

A field evaluation is further defined as: 

a limited programme of non-intrusive and/or intrusive fieldwork which 
determines the presence or absence of archaeological features, 
structures, deposits, artefacts or ecofacts within a specified area or 
site… . If such archaeological remains are present, field evaluation 
defines their character, extent, quality and preservation, and enables 
an assessment of their significance in a local, regional, national or 
international context as appropriate. 

This definition and Standard do not include chance observations, which 
should lead to an appropriate archaeological project being designed 
and implemented, nor do they apply to monitoring for preservation of 
remains in situ. 

The CIfA guidelines states that: 

the purpose of field evaluation is to gain information about the 
archaeological resource within a given area or site (including its 
presence or absence, character, extent, date, integrity, state of 
preservation and quality), in order to make an assessment of its merit 
in the appropriate context. 
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4.2.2 Excavation aims 
Sample re-excavation of Clouston’s previous trench using two evaluation trenches and bulk 
sampling in-situ deposits was undertaken with the aim of:  

• Establishing the depth of Clouston’s previous excavations at the site (Trench 1 and 2) 

• Establishing the relationship between the tower and the building to the east (Trench 
2) 

• Identifying in-situ structures and deposits, including floor deposits (Trench 1 and 2) 

• Better understanding the depth, character and date of buried structures and remains 
(Trench 1 and 2) 

• Better understanding the layout and phasing of the site (Trench 1 and 2) 

• Recovering artefacts from selected secure contexts (Trench 1 and 2) 

• Recovering and processing environmental samples (Trench 1 and 2) 

• Recovering material suitable for AMS dating from secure contexts (Trench 1 and 2) 
The rationale for each trench is shown in Table 2.  

Trench Size / 
orientation 

Expected 
features 

Trench rationale 

1 2m x 3m 

E - W 

Gable 
wall 

Entrance 

Internal 
/external 
deposits 

• Establish the eastern depth of Clouston’s excavations. 
• Establish the location of the eastern wall of the building, 

if it survives. 
• Establish the location of the gable wall, and if it survives 
• Investigate a possible entranceway depicted on 

Clouston’s plan. 
• Investigate internal and external areas of the building. 
• Establish whether internal floor deposits / surfaces 

survive. 
• Recover artefacts from Clouston’s backfill and selected 

in-situ deposits.  
• Retain bulk samples for flotation. 

2 2m x 3m 

N - S 

Outer wall 

Internal / 
external 
deposits 

• Establish the depth of Clouston’s excavations. 
• Establish the location of the southern outer wall of the 

building, and if it survives 
• Establish the stratigraphic relationship between the 

southern wall and the tower. 
• Investigate the line of coursed slabs visible on the 

ground surface. 
• Investigate internal and external areas of the building. 
• Recover artefacts from Clouston’s backfill and selected 

in-situ deposits. 
• Retain bulk samples for flotation. 

Table 2. Rationale for trench location and excavation. 

4.2.3 Archaeological Excavation 
1) Evaluation trenches were laid out with pre-determined points using a Lecia GNSS 

(accurate to +/- 20mm) to agreed specifications. 
2) The location of the trenches and all excavation was supervised by a suitably-

qualified member of ORCA staff. Volunteers were continuously monitored by 
ORCA staff.  
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3) All trenches were excavated by hand in order to assess the depth, quality, 
preservation and date of deposits and structures.  

4) Trench sections were cleaned and recorded.  
5) Trenches were extended according to the trench extension plan stated below. 

Trench 1 was extended at the southern end.  
6) All trenches were cleaned by hand, photographed and drawn. Plans were drawn 

at 1:20 and sections at 1:20 or 1:10. Any drawings were tied to the National Grid 
with height in meters above OD.  

7) The archaeological excavation was undertaken following standard ORCA 
procedure (ORCA 2013). Single context recording was based upon pro forma 
ORCA context record sheets. Multi-context planning was used where appropriate.  

8) A digital photographic record was made of all trenches throughout the excavations, 
including pre-excavation and post-excavation photographs.  

9) Trench edges and substantial structural edges were surveyed using a Lecia GNSS 
in British National Grid coordinates (+/- 20 – 40mm accuracy).  

10) Excavation proceeded until in-situ archaeological levels were reached and were 
sufficient to allow the nature, significance and extent of these to be identified. 

11) Excavations did not exceed 1.2m in depth from ground level. Stepping was not 
required.  

12) Trench edges were marked using barrier tape where required.  
13) All structural remains deemed to be in-situ were not excavated or disturbed.  
14) In-situ soft deposits were hand excavated and sampled where required. Floor 

deposits were not encountered.  
15) Excavations ceased in all trenches where substantial structural remains were 

encountered and left in-situ, complex floor deposits or the natural geology was 
reached.  

4.2.4 Trench location 
Trench locations have been positioned in Figure 2 based upon the plan from Clouston’s 
excavations. It was not necessary to revise the trench locations following the results of the 
geophysical survey. Trenches successfully targeted buried structures and maximised the 
potential of the results.  

4.2.5 Trench extension  
Trenches were extended according to the trench extension plan set out in the WSI (Gibbon & 
Lee 2020). Trench 1 was not extended. Trench 2 was extended by 1m at the southern end to 
locate the southern edge of the external wall (see below).  

4.2.6 Artefact collection 
All artefacts were bulk found by context, unless there was deemed a specific requirement to 
locate them in 3D (X,Y,Z coordinates). Small finds were surveyed using a Lecia Viva GNSS 
in British National Grid coordinates. 

4.2.7 Sampling and dating strategy 
A maximum bulk sample of 20L was retained for wet sieving/floatation from selected 
excavated in-situ deposits. If it was not possible to collect a sample of 20L (i.e. from small, 
thin or discrete deposits) a smaller bulk sample was obtained. Material abutting the base of 
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walls was sampled when encountered. Internal floors were not encountered. Structures were 
not removed to recover bulk samples.  

Deposits suitable for a kubiena sample were not encountered.   

Bulk samples were processed (flotation) by hand by suitably qualified ORCA staff for artefact 
and ecofact analysis.  

AMS dating was undertaken where suitable carbonised material was recovered (2 samples). 
Whilst this strategy will not date the construction phase of the building, it is likely to be able to 
broadly date the early phases of use, allowing for a broad date bracket for the site.  

4.2.8 Recovered Materials 
A systematic recording and cataloguing procedure was implemented for any surface finds, 
including a Location Schedule.  

Artefacts retrieved during the investigation will be subject to the standard disposal procedures 
operated under the Treasure Trove and Bona Vacantia laws and reported to the Scottish 
Treasure Trove Unit or the Queens and Lord Treasurer’s Remembrancer as appropriate, for 
disposal to an appropriate museum (see 
https://treasuretrovescotlandorg.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/tt-code-jan-2016.pdf.). 

Written consent will be sought prior to excavations if any material is to be removed from 
Scotland by application to the Treasure Trove Secretariat in Edinburgh. (See 
https://treasuretrovescotland.co.uk/information-for-archaeologists/.). As environmental 
samples and both human and animal bones are not considered as bona vacantia permission 
does not need to be sought before removing such material. 

Finds were treated in the field in accordance with the United Kingdom Institute for 
Conservation (Archaeology Section)’s First Aid for Finds. 

Recovered materials, including artefacts and any samples taken, were treated during 
excavation and post excavation in accordance with standards and guidance issued by CIfA 
(2014b). 

4.2.9 Reinstatement 
All turf removed from trenches was stored carefully and fully reinstated by hand immediately 
following the completion of excavations. All spoil and stones were backfilled. The trenches 
and site were left ‘as found’. A photographic record of the backfilled trenches was made.  

5 Geophysical survey results 
The survey area encompassed the areas immediately north and east of the kirk and kirkyard 
(Figure 2). The survey area was divided by a north-south running wall. The west portion of the 
survey area was tussocky with moderately long grass. The ground was slightly undulating with 
some stony areas. In the survey area to the east of the wall, the ground cover was mainly 
strimmed and cut grass. Walls were visible to the east of The Wirk and the ground around 
them was stony and rough. 

Anomalies identified in the gradiometer survey are labelled using numerals (Anomaly 1), while 
earth resistance anomalies are labelled using letters (e.g. Anomaly A). 

https://treasuretrovescotlandorg.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/tt-code-jan-2016.pdf
https://treasuretrovescotland.co.uk/information-for-archaeologists/
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5.1 Gradiometer Survey 
The magnetometer results are presented in a greyscale plot of the raw and processed data 
(Figures 3 & 4). Anomalies referred to in the following text are presented in an annotated 
interpretation diagram (Figure 5).  

Anomaly 1 is visible as a group of positive and negative features in the west portion of the 
eastern survey area. Measuring c. 18m northeast-southwest by 17m northwest-southeast, 
some of the negative features are likely to reflect walls associated with the building remains 
visible on the ground in this area. The positive anomalies may represent the presence of 
anthropogenic material. It is possible that some of the responses in this area are in part related 
to Clouston’s excavations, however, the southernmost negative anomalies do not appear to 
align with his plan of the building to the east of the tower structure and may, therefore, 
represent another, perhaps earlier building in this area. 

A possible structure, represented by an extensive spread of features, Anomaly 2, is visible in 
the southwest corner of the east portion of the survey area, c. 5.5m to the south of (1). This 
feature is defined by two concentric sub-rectilinear negative anomalies and a positive anomaly 
outside of these, which is also set concentrically. The innermost negative feature is visible on 
its north, and west sides, with a likely return on its east side. The second negative anomaly is 
c.1m to the north of this, and is visible on its north side, again with a likely return on the east, 
which is demarcated by a NNW/SSE-running trend. It is possible that these features represent 
the remains of walls or banks, while the outer positive anomaly, which measures c. 10m WSW-
ESE by 15m transversely and 1.3m in width, is suggestive of a ditch filled with enhanced 
material. A positive trend visible between the two negative anomalies also indicates the 
presence of enhanced material. Overall, this structure measures 18m NNW-SSE by 17m and, 
perhaps significantly, is on a similar alignment to Anomaly 1. 

A group of four positive anomalies, Anomaly 3, of possible archaeological nature, is situated 
10m NNW of (1). Three of these are arranged in a slight arc c. 10m in length, with the fourth 
situated slightly east. They each measure approximately 2m by 1m.  

Two amorphous positive features, Anomalies 4, visible on the west edge of the east survey 
area may also be of archaeological origin. They measure c. 4-5m in length and up to 3m in 
width. 

To the west of The Wirk tower, a cluster of amorphous features, Anomaly 5, is visible. 
Although hard to characterise with certainty, these features may be archaeological in nature. 

To the north of (5), Anomaly 6, is defined by a grouping of positive anomalies, again to the 
west of The Wirk tower. Here, an L-shaped feature, runs SSE-NNW for c. 10m before turning 
to run NNE-SSW for a distance of c. 3m. This feature is likely to represent a ditch, defining an 
enclosure. The south and west sides of this feature are possibly represented by a series of 
circular features, measuring up to 1.7m in length by 1m wide, although, despite their proximity 
and arrangement, they may not be related. 

To the north of this, at the edge of the west survey area, Anomaly 7 is a group of three positive 
anomalies that may be archaeological in origin, measuring between 4 and 6m in length and 
1-2m in width. They are orientated NNW-SSE, similar to Anomaly 6, and may represent the 
remains of another enclosure-type feature.  
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Anomaly 8, c. 11m west of the tower, is likely to represent spoil-heaps from Clouston’s 
excavations, and identified by Lowe during his survey (Lowe 1984). This area has been 
generally heavily disturbed by previous investigations and the presence of ferrous objects, 
making interpretation here difficult. 

Weak trends, Anomaly 9, are visible running ENE-WSW in the east survey area, although 
their nature and origin are indeterminate. 

A number of discrete ferrous anomalies are discernible across the survey area (10), which are 
related to modern field boundaries, the presence of modern ferrous debris and spoil-heaps 
and the effects of disturbance from Clouston’s investigations. 

Further faint trends, Anomaly 11, are visible across the east survey area and are likely to be 
geological in origin, coinciding with the rise in the natural slope of the ground. 

A number of anomalies (12) dominate the east survey area. These are likely to be geological 
in nature.  

5.2 Earth Resistance Survey 
The earth resistance survey results are presented in a greyscale plot of the raw and processed 
data (Figures 6 & 7). Anomalies referred to in the following text are presented in an annotated 
interpretation diagram (Figure 8).  

The earth resistance survey was carried out across a targeted area (see Figure 2: Survey 
Location) covered by gradiometer survey. In all, 6 grids were surveyed, revealing a range of 
features, some of which appear to correspond with those identified in the gradiometer survey. 

Anomaly A is clearly visible immediately east of The Wirk tower and represents the east-west 
orientated hall building revealed by Clouston during his excavations. It measures c. 14m east-
west and c. 13m at its widest extent. Three smaller discrete anomalies, two of moderate high 
resistance and one of high resistance, lie to the east of (A) and are likely to mark its 
continuation. 

Areas of low resistance, Anomaly B, in and around (A) could indicate the presence of 
moisture-retentive deposits, some of which seem to correlate with positive anomalies (1) in 
the gradiometer data.  

A feature of moderate high resistance, which is clearer at its eastern end, Anomaly C, is 
situated immediately south of (A) and may indicate a wall running ENE-WSW for c. 12m. This 
could correlate with a possible structure identified in the gradiometer data (1) and is on a 
similar alignment. 

Anomaly D, a high resistance feature, probably a wall or bank, in the southwest portion of the 
east survey area may be part of a more extensive structure identified in the gradiometer survey 
(2). Again, it is on a similar alignment to Anomaly 2 and measures c. 8m NNW-SSE by 4m 
transversely. Immediately to the east, high resistance Anomaly E may be a continuation of 
this structure and is, again, on a similar alignment. It is L-shaped in form and measures 10m 
NNW-SSE by 6m. Perhaps significantly, these features are also on a similar orientation to 
Anomaly C to the north. A spread of low resistance (F) within possible structure (E) could 
represent moisture-retentive deposits. Anomaly F seems to correlate with positive features 
within possible structure (2) identified in the gradiometer survey. 
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To the east of (E), a linear feature of high resistance, Anomaly G, may be archaeological in 
nature, perhaps forming the east side of the structure formed by (D) and (E) (and Anomaly 2 
in the gradiometer data). This feature could, however, be geological in nature given its 
orientation and coincidence with the start of the natural gradient in this part of the field. 

In the west survey area, immediately northwest of the tower, a series of high resistance 
anomalies (H) are visible that may be archaeological. This area is dominated by ferrous noise 
in the gradiometer data, so no features are readily visible. It may be, however, that these 
features relate to spoil-heaps or disturbance from previous investigations. 

Two low resistance features, Anomaly I, lying immediately north of (A) could be 
archaeological given their location, but they may have a geological origin. They measure up 
to 10m in length and 5m wide. 

Anomalies J largely correspond with features identified in the gradiometer data as being spoil-
heaps from the previous archaeological investigations. A linear trend, Anomaly K, may 
represent a former fence line at the site. 

Probable geological features, Anomaly L, dominate the northern part of the survey area. 

6 Excavation results 
Results of the excavations are presented by trench (Figure 2; Plates 1 & 4). Context numbers 
are shown in brackets for deposits and in square brackets for structures and cuts. Full context 
lists and site registers are shown in Appendices 1-5 and a finds catalogue in Appendix 6.  

6.1 Trench 1 
Trench 1 was located upslope from The Wirk tower across an end wall of the eastern range, 
containing an entranceway in Clouston’s plan (Figure 2; Plate 4). Wall heads were soon 
revealed following the removal of the turf and topsoil (1031), with some stone protruding to 
near ground level (Plate 9). A sondage was excavated along the southern wall face to 
investigate the deposits abutting the wall. In total, 13 context numbers were allocated.  

 

Plate 9. Excavating Trench 1 with the walls revealed just below the topsoil, looking northwest.  
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Due to the considerable slope in this area of the site, the walls were footed on glacial till (1038) 
and bedrock (1039) at the eastern end of the trench, and a levelling layer at the western 
downslope end. The top of an ‘L’ shaped single-coursed wall was exposed; the main length 
[1033] running east-west upslope with a length extending to the south [1032] at a right angle 
where it terminated (Figure 9, Plate 10). This terminus formed the northern side of a doorway 
between the main hall room and other rooms to the east. This terminus corresponds exactly 
with the entranceway shown in Clouston’s plan and the geophysical survey. The walls are 
constructed from large angular and subangular sandstone blocks and slabs with smaller 
infilling stones. Wall edges were very well-defined. A stone had been dislodged from the south-
western wall corner of [1032], having slipped slightly downslope. This was removed to reveal 
a foundation level of edge set stones [1041] set back from the wall face, also visible continuing 
below wall [1033] (Plate 11; the full extent of the foundation level was not exposed). Edge set 
levelling stones (1037) were also noted to the east of the entrance wall. The walling totalled 
2.30m in length east-west and 1.84m north-south and continued into the northern and eastern 
trench edges. The terminus [1032] was 1.54m wide (north-south) and protruded 0.75m south 
of the east-west wall line. The walls survive as a single course of stone with a maximum height 
of 0.2m and represent the very basal foundation course. The main wall and terminus (although 
given different context numbers in the field) form part of the same phase of build.  

 

Plate 10. Trench 1 from above with the southeast corner drawn in (Image: Bobby Friel 
@TakeTheHighView). See Figure 2 for trench location.  

Excavation to the west of the wall face revealed a series of rough leveling layers which abutted 
the lower wall foundation and ran below the western wall face. The uppermost leveling layer 
(1035) contained frequent loose angular stone with a silt sand matrix (0.12m thick) and sealed 
a lower leveling layer of more tightly packed angular stone with very little silt matrix (1040). 
The stone in both layers was very irregularly placed suggesting it was deliberately dumped 
and packed. The base of layer (1040) was not reached.  
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Plate 11. Exposed walls in Trench 1, showing the levelling stones [1041] in the western face, looking 
east.  

Excavations were limited at the upper eastern end of the trench as glacial till was soon 
encountered (Figure 9). The glacial till (1038), comprising compacted stony yellow silty sand, 
was partly excavated to a depth of 0.08m to establish if it was a leveling layer, similar to those 
found at the western end. The till continued below wall [1033], where it must have been cut 
into slightly when the wall was built. It was sealed by a thin lens of yellow clay silt 0.02m thick 
(1036). This in turn was sealed above by a 0.08m thick layer of loose mid-brown silty sand 
with frequent angular stones (1034). This layer, the wall heads and the upper leveling layer in 
the southern part of the trench (1035) were sealed by a 0.24m thick layer of topsoil and turf 
(1031).  

6.2 Trench 2 
Trench 2 was located adjacent to the southern end of the east facing external wall of the tower 
(Figure 2; Plate 1). Above the trench, the east-facing tower elevation contains the remains of 
the original tower wall (N-S alignment), built from large stone slabs [1000], and a later phase 
of build abutting the tower wall to the south [1001], with a stone-built drain or ‘vent’ in the base 
[1008]. This later phase, which clearly abuts the tower wall, is the so-called ‘garderobe’ 
recorded in previous surveys. The upper levels of both the main tower wall [1000] and the later 
addition to the south have been rebuilt above a height of c. 2m above the foundation level. 
Within the trench, the southern wall of the former eastern range of the building was exposed 
[1003], running on an east to west alignment. Both walls have a lower scarcement at the same 
foundation level (Figure 10).  

Excavations soon revealed the upper levels of the southern external wall of the hall [1003; E-
W alignment] just below the ground surface (Plates 4 & 12). The southern wall of the hall runs 
from below the later garderobe phase of the main tower elevation [1001] and forms the 
southern wall for the eastern hall building. The original 3m long trench was extended by a 
further 1m to the south to capture the southern face of wall [1003] and explore abutting 
deposits. Hand excavation targeted the deposits to the north and south of the wall within two 
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areas that were excavated to a depth of 0.5m (0.9m with the northern sondage). This enabled 
sample excavation of deposit sequences which abutted the wall faces, an examination of the 
stratigraphic relationships between the different walls, and to locate deposits which predated 
the wall to the north. At the northern end of the trench, the lower face of the tower wall was 
exposed, allowing an examination of the physical relationships between the tower wall and 
eastern hall range. In total, 24 context numbers were allocated in the trench, described here 
in a narrative account.  

 

Plate 12.  Excavating Trench 2 with the southern wall of the hall [1003] revealed just below the 
topsoil, and layer (1005) in the foreground which contained worked red sandstone, looking northwest.  

Excavations at the northern end of the trench provided insights into the construction of The 
Wirk tower and different phases of build. Below the tower wall [1000], a foundation wall [1023] 
was capped with a more finely built course [1002] that together form the foundation for the 
eastern side of the tower, all on a north-south alignment (Plate 13). The foundation wall is 
stepped out from the main tower wall just below present ground level forming a 0.25m wide 
scarcement [1002]. The lower foundation wall [1023], was built parallel to and along the west 
side of a broad terrace that is visible outside the trench in the ground topography. The terrace 
may also have been cut back or enhanced, but it was not possible to confirm this from the 
excavations. A cistern or well was dug into the bedrock under the tower wall before it was built 
with a passage leading through the wall between the interior of The Wirk and the bedrock 
spring. A depression in the ground surface leading down to the passage was just beyond the 
northern trench edge and was not investigated.  

During the construction of foundation wall [1023], redeposited glacial till (1019) was dumped 
between the wall and the probable terrace edge. This material was loose clay gritty silt with 
frequent sandstone fragments and was sample excavated to a depth of 0.4m within a 0.8m 
wide sondage excavated into the trench base. The lower boundary of this deposit was not 
reached and excavation ceased at c.0.6m below the top of wall [1002].  
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Plate 13. Tower elevation showing the tower wall 1000, scarcement 1002 and foundation 1023, the 
garderobe 1001 and upper rebuild level. The southern wall of the hall 1003 is in the foreground with 

scarcements 1004 and 1016, looking west.   

Although the lower foundation wall [1023] is roughly coursed, the eastern side - that would 
have been hidden from view by abutting deposits – forms a near vertical face. Four courses 
of sandstone blocks and slabs (with stone pinners and lime mortar) were exposed to a depth 
of 0.5m within the sondage (Plate 14). At least half of the building stone was slightly 
waterworn, indicating it might have been quarried from the shore. Once the foundation wall 
[1023] had been built to a height of around 1.20m (extrapolated height evident from examining 
stonework visible in the passage to the north) an upper capping course of large flagstone 
blocks [1002] was placed along its top (0.3m high). The main tower wall [1000] was built above 
this level, slightly west of the foundation edge, forming a 0.22m wide scarcement. Deposition 
of redeposited glacial till (1019) to the east abutted and concealed the foundation walls, 
forming a level terrace to the east, perhaps indicating a floor level. It is possible that the 
scarcement supported a wooden floor structure, certainly in the lower western part of the hall. 
A scarcement was not evident in Trench 1 so the floor must have ended or stepped up in level 
somewhere between the trenches to accommodate the natural slope.  

In the southern wall of the hall [1003], the lower foundation wall and upper scarcement 
continued within the north facing elevation, where, east of tower wall, they were constructed 
on top of the levelled terrace formed by layer (1019; Figures 10 &11)). In total, 2.04m of the 
southern hall wall was exposed and it continued into the trench edge to the east. The lower 
foundation [1004] was exposed in the northern wall face and in the southern wall face [1016]. 
Both are capped with a single course of sandstone blocks [1003] which continues at the same 
level and forms the same scarcement as wall [1002], if a little narrower (0.15m). This upper 
part of the wall is 1.90m wide and 0.2m high, with the total wall height (foundation and capping) 
at 0.45m on the northern side. Horizontal stone pinners and lime mortar were evident between 
the wall cap stones and foundation. Foundation [1004] is constructed from large sandstone 
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slabs in two courses (0.3m high) with thin stone pinners in the joints, traces of lime mortar and 
levelling stones along the base.  

 

Plate 14. Sondage excavated at the wall intersection in Trench 2 showing the foundation levels 1004 
(left) above levelling layer 1019, and 1023 (right); both with scarcements to the upper levels, looking 

southwest.   

The scarcement [1016] in the southern face of the southern wall of the hall [1003] is wider 
(0.3m). Scarcement [1016] consists of a row of carefully placed large rectangular stone blocks 
abutting the south face of wall [1003] (Figure 11). From the edges of the lower scarcements 
on each side the wall totals 2.40m wide. The southern scarcement [1016] appears on 
Clouston’s plan to continue for around five metres along the wall which continues east of the 
trench. It is not certain what these stones represent, but it was noted that there is no 
corresponding scarcement step on the south side comparable to that on the north side of wall 
[1003], where the scarcement is formed by the foundation level. It is possible that scarcement 
[1016] is a later addition to the external wall face.  

Significantly, it was observed that Wall [1023] (lower foundation of main tower) is keyed into 
the north and south walls of The Wirk both on the interior and exterior corners. As well as 
having areas of lime mortar adhering in the angle joint, scarcements [1004] and [1002] and 
wall [1003] are also tied into each other (Plate 14). Therefore, The Wirk tower and the southern 
wall of the eastern building formed part of a single plan from the start and can be considered 
as one phase (certainly at the lower level). This confirms that the levelling terrace formed by 
layer (1019) was laid down during wall construction for the tower and eastern range.  

Later phases were evident in the trench associated with the addition of the garderobe to the 
tower. The western end of wall [1003] was partly demolished (cut 1018) during this later phase 
of activity which saw the construction of the opening for the garderobe ‘vent’ [1008] and the 
building of wall [1001] above it with its internal chute leading from a room higher up. The drain 
is 0.54m wide and 0.56m in height with coursed stonework forming internal side walls. It was 
filled with loose orangey brown silt clay (1017) which partly infilled the drain channel to a depth 
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of 0.20m, containing shell and mortar (likely derived from clay bonding and lime mortar in 
[1001] above).  

 

Plate 15. Trench 2 showing the main structural features and excavated sondages, looking west 
(Image: Bobby Friel @TakeTheHighView).  

Unlike all the other walls of The Wirk, as well as [1003] where the building stones are bonded 
with lime mortar, wall [1001] is bonded differently with light orange-brown silty clay. Lime 
mortar bonding can be observed in lower parts of the west side of wall [1001] where it is tied 
into The Wirk. Clearly, these sections were part of the return of southern hall wall [1003] where 
it originally met the tower wall [1000] and are part of the original phase (Plate 15). All the parts 
distinguished by the use of clay bonding are of a later phase associated with the reuse of The 
Wirk tower at an upper level and the disuse of the eastern building(s). Furthermore, the vertical 
butt join in the east facing elevation of the tower, where wall [1001] butts wall [1000], certainly 
represents the internal angle of wall [1003] and wall [1000], prior to the lowering of [1003]. A 
tie in stone is still in-situ, the fourth stone up above scarcement [1002], built securely into wall 
[1000], running out beyond the butt join into wall [1001]. Having only every fourth or fifth course 
tied in is characteristic of all the internal angles of The Wirk. 

A series of deposits were encountered on the north (internal) and south (external) sides of the 
southern wall of the hall [1003] where they abutted the wall and its foundations (Figure 11). 
To the north, layer (1014) was deposited above the redeposited till terrace (1019) and abuts 
scarcement [1004]. It was a light brown clayey silt, contained charcoal flecks and was 
presumably laid down as part of the primary occupation phase of The Wirk and eastern 
buildings, although it did not appear to be a floor. Given the lack of occupation derived deposits 
inside the eastern range it is likely that the building contained raised floors supported by the 
scarcement at the lower end. It was overlain by (1013), a light brown stony clayey silt which 
could represent a levelling layer associated with the use of the building to the east of The Wirk 
tower. However, given that there is a presumed later diagonal wall (depicted in Clouston’s 
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plan) just outside the northern trench edge it is not possible to say for certain whether the layer 
relates to levelling for that structure or the primary phase. Layer 1013 abutted the northern 
face of wall 1004 (internal face of the southern wall of the hall), and seals layer 1014 which 
also abuts the wall; therefore, both deposits must post-date wall construction. Charred grain 
(6-row hulled barley) from layer (1013) returned an AMS date of 667-777 cal AD (Appendix 6; 
see Discussion). No artefacts were recovered from layer 1013 and given that it postdates the 
southern wall of the hall stratigraphically, the grain must be residual and derive from older 
deposits disturbed during construction of the hall.   

Above layer (1013), layer (1012) consisted of silty clayey sand (Figure 11). It contained small 
pebbles, shell, fragments of lime mortar and fragments of red sandstone. Clay, similar to the 
wall core observed in parts of wall [1001], was also present. The layer is likely to be 
contemporary with 1015 and 1010 south of wall 1003 / 1016 - both contained similar artefacts. 
Layer 1012 may represent the abandonment, demolition, or part remodelling of the buildings, 
but could also have been spoil from Clouston’s previous excavations. Layer (1009) above 
contained similar material and represents an interface with the topsoil (1006).  

On the southern side of the hall wall [1003] and its southern scarcement [1016], excavation 
ceased at 0.5m below present ground level. The lowest layers were in-situ (undisturbed by 
Clouston) and were sample excavated, whist the upper layers have been interpreted as 
backfill from Clouston’s excavations. The lowest layer (1022) of compacted stony clay silt was 
unexcavated and only exposed in plan. Above this, layer (1021) ran underneath the levelling 
stones [1020] for scarcement [1016], and is therefore likely to predate the wall (or certainly the 
scarcement). This compact silt clay contained some stone and occasional charcoal flecks and 
was undisturbed. Charred grain (6-row hulled barley) from layer (1021) returned an AMS date 
of 651-704 cal AD (Appendix 6; see Discussion). No artefacts were recovered from Layer 
1021. It is possible that the layer was undisturbed by Clouston and relates to the construction 
of the hall. The layer could even represent in-situ late Iron Age deposits, although excavations 
were very limited to make any firm interpretations. However, given the presence of similar 
charred grain (see Section 7, Figure 11), it seems likely that Layer 1021, 1014 and 1013 either 
side of the wall were derived from the same disturbed deposits. The fact that 1021 appears to 
continue below scarcement 1016 on the southern / external side adds weight to the idea that 
these deposits were laid down during the construction phase of the hall. They were not 
disturbed by Clouston during his excavations.  

Above (1021), a thin layer of loose very stony sandy silt (1015) abutted the levelling stones in 
the wall, and was likely to have been disturbed by Clouston’s excavations. Layer 1015 
contained frequent fragments of moulded red sandstone and mortar. Layer (1010), above 
(1015), consisted of large quantities of loose rubble with frequent lime mortar fragments. It 
also contained several fragments of moulded and worked red sandstone, derived from broken 
architectural stones. Layer (1010) merged into the topsoil (1005) above, which also contained 
the same rubble and worked red sandstone. These layers combined represent the backfill 
from Clouston’s trench which seems to have extended down as far as the base of the wall 
scarcement levelling stones [1020], 0.42m below present ground level.  

At the uppermost level in the trench at the northern end, parallel to scarcement [1002], a 
curvilinear cut [1024] ran alongside the wall face. It was steep sided at the northern end and 
was cut into Layer (1009). In plan it was 1.2m long, 0.60m wide at the southern end, tapering 
to 0.42m wide adjacent to the northern trench edge. Its east side was steep and sloped down 
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to foundation wall [1023]. The cut was 0.35 m deep and was filled with mid brown silt (1011), 
mortar fragments and platy stone rubble which was tipping downwards with the edges, sealed 
above by the topsoil (1006). The cut did not continue to the east and was not perceptible in 
the west facing trench edge. This cut is interpreted as being part of Clouston’s excavation and 
is visible in a RCAHMS photograph of the site from the time (see discussion). Significantly, 
the level at which the cut was excavated from demonstrates that layers (1009), (1012), (1013) 
and below are in-situ and were not disturbed by the previous excavation, which seems to have 
chased along the wall faces. It is probable, that layer (1009) also forms part of Clouston’s 
excavation backfill resulting from more widespread stripping of the site and excavations along 
the wall faces. If this was the case, Clouston also undertook limited excavation along on 
internal wall face of [1003] down to near the base level of scarcement [1004].  

7 Finds 
A summary catalogue of the finds is shown in Appendix 6 The majority of the assemblage 
comprises worked and unworked red sandstone, but also includes mortar, slag, shell, glass, 
pottery and animal bone. The glass and pottery is 19th century in date and the majority of finds 
other than the red sandstone was recovered from stratigraphically unsecure contexts (e.g. 
topsoil). The red sandstone assemblage is summarized below.  

In total, just over 59 kg of red sandstone was recovered during excavations at The Wirk, with 
the majority coming from Trench 2. Only 1.467 kg was from Trench 1 and 3.15 kg of the total 
was recorded as unstratified. 

Much of the red sandstone consisted of broken fragments. However, thirty-seven pieces had 
evidence of working, often the remnants of a tooled or worked surface indicating that they had 
once been parts of larger worked architectural fragments. A variety of tooling and finishing 
techniques are present with some of the surfaces finished to a high standard and very smooth. 
Small regular dots on several pieces indicates the use of bushing chisels to finish the surface. 
Claw chisels, a pointed chisel and flat chisels (one had a clear 6mm blade width) had also 
been used to work the stone. 

     

Plate 16. Examples of finely moulded red sandstone from Trench 2  (Images: Dan Lee).  

Twelve pieces of the worked red sandstone were clearly identifiable as architectural and 
decorative mouldings (Plate 16). Various sizes of roll mouldings were recovered, some of 
which have fillets along their centre, or along one or both edges. Fillets began to replace keel 
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mouldings from the 13th century (Fawcett 2002, 170). Two finely executed rolls with central 
fillets (SF6 and SF9) are beaked at each side and would have created visually deep 
mouldings. Filleted shafts with beaks appear in use in Elgin Cathedral in the mid-13th century 
(Fawcett 2002, 170; figure 3.21(5)). There are also similar rolls with central fillet and beaks 
either side and finishing marks from fine bushing chisels visible in the 13th century arches in 
the presbytery in St Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall.  

Stylistically the mouldings recovered generally fit well with 13th century work (see Fawcett 
2002, figures 3.21 & 3.22) and the finish and quality is of a high standard. However, the fillet 
roll continues in use and is recorded in the 14th and 15th centuries as well (Fawcett 2002, 
figures 3.23 – 3.26. The mouldings could have originated from doorways, windows, and piers 
for example and it may be significant that most of the red sandstone comes from Trench 2 
which is closer to the site of the parish church. No red sandstone was recorded within the 
structural remains within the trenches. 

8 Photogrammetry 
Drone surveys of the site were undertaken in September 2020 prior to the geophysical 
survey and in July 2021 during the excavations. A 3D model of the site was produced from 
the 2020 survey (Agisoft Metashape) and can be viewed here (curtesy of Bobby Friel 
@takethebhighview):  

3D models by UHI Archaeology Institute (@archaeologyuhi) - Sketchfab 

A digital elevation model of the site (Plate 17) was produced from the model, showing the 
tower, Clouston’s spoil heaps to the north and west and the outline of the previous excavations 
to the east.  

 

Plate 17. Digital elevation model of The Wirk, north at top (Image: Bobby Friel @TakeTheHighView).  

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/the-wirk-51c03ab4e8ae4f9f99199095c3199f18
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Vertical photographs of the trenches and general site photographs (see above) were taken 
during the excavations.  

9 Radiocarbon dating 
Dr Scott Timpany 

An initial assessment of the carbonised material from bulk samples was undertaken. Material 
suitable for radiocarbon dating was recovered from two bulk samples: grain (6-row hulled 
barley) from sample 02 (C.1013 abutting Southern wall 1004 internally) and 07 (C.1021 below 
scarcement 1016). Nothing of significance in terms of dating was present in the remaining 
samples. Single grains were present in samples 03 (C.1035) and 04 (C.1014) of hulled barley 
and oats. It is unlikely that single grains are in-situ as they can move around and therefore 
these have been ruled out for dating. The charcoal present in the samples is heather and likely 
represents turf burning, thus dates from this material could be significantly older than the site.  

Due to the limited nature of the assemblage full analysis is not required  

Both samples returned dates from the mid 7th to 8th Century AD (Appendix 6). This is unlikely 
to date the construction / use of the hall, which stylistically does not date from this period, 
see discussion.  

10  Discussion 

Geophysical survey has been successful at The Wirk in characterising the buried structures 
with the buildings complex – the eastern range and western apron - and placed the site in a 
wider context. Both techniques (earth resistance and magnetometry) identified buried walls to 
the east of the tower. The anomalies to the east of the tower were confirmed to represent 
stone walls just below the ground surface in both evaluation trenches 1 and 2. The curvilinear 
anomalies to the north-west of the tower, which correspond with an upstanding earthwork 
bank, have been interpreted as spoil from the previous excavations. This corresponds with 
the ‘apron’ identified by Clouston. Further excavation of this feature would be beneficial to 
establish its character and date and how it relates to the tower stratigraphically (no excavation 
was undertaken west of the tower during the current works).  

Newly discovered anomalies to the north-west of the tower (anomalies 5, 6 and 7) beyond the 
apron and south of the eastern range (anomaly 2) represent probable enclosures, perhaps 
with surrounding infilled ditches. Without intrusive investigation it is unclear at this stage 
whether these are contemporary with The Wirk, the kirk (early or late phase) or are part of an 
earlier phase of activity in the area (there are numerous prehistoric sites along the coast). The 
features south of the eastern wing were evident in both the magnetometry and earth resistance 
surveys (anomalies 2, D, E, F and G) suggesting both cut and structural features.  

Results from the earth resistance survey depicted the eastern wing with very clear linear high 
resistance anomalies which matched Clouston’s plan exactly. The far eastern annex was less 
clearly depicted, but there were hints of the walls in the results. Together, this has 
demonstrated that Clouston’s plan following his excavation is very accurate. The plan was 
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georectified in Auto CAD and digitised for trench location and the excavated walls were in the 
predicted locations.  

Returning to the research questions, the following section considers them in light of the results 
of the survey and excavation. 

At The Wirk, were structures and deposits left in-situ following Clouston’s excavations 
and what is their depth, character and extent (Research Question 1)?  

Clouston’s excavations were limited within the hall range east of the tower, chasing down wall 
edges to a depth of 0.45m along the tower wall [1002] and 0.25m south of wall [1003] (depths 
measured from the current wall heads). A distinctive intervention was found along the tower 
wall [Cut 1024] where the lower part of the tower wall face was exposed. The cut appeared to 
truncate the upper layers to the north of the wall (e.g. 1009 and below) and was excavated 
from a high level. Although it is unclear at what stage the photograph shown in Plate 18 was 
taken during Clouston’s works (presumably towards the end), it shows a shallow trench along 
the base of the wall and spoil upslope, which may correspond with the cut [1024] identified in 
Trench 2. Clouston would have seen the intersection of walls 1003 and 1002 within this cut 
and, to his mind, established that the eastern wall [1004] was built upon what he considered 
natural material (1019). He was clearly satisfied and did not continue this deep cut along the 
face of wall [1004]. Excavations in Trench 2 have, contra Clouston, demonstrated that the 
compacted material (1019) was built up during the original construction of the tower and was 
redeposited. Clouston’s back fill further east appears to be represented by layer (1009) with a 
general spread of spoil in the area (spoil heaps are visible in archive photos, see figure) and 
he may not have completely backfilled the area. The spoil in the right of the photograph could 
suggest that the whole area was not uniformly stripped, and that only partial excavation along 
the walls occurred. It is puzzling why there is not a photograph of the fully excavated east 
range, perhaps it did not survive or perhaps one was never taken due to piles of spoil in the 
center. The current excavation confirms to some degree that Clouston’s excavations were 
relatively minimal east of the tower and deposits relating to the use and demolition of the 
building survive intact. In general, Clouston’s excavations appear to have been more focused 
on the tower, with limited investigations, other than along the wall edges, in the eastern range.  
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Plate 18. View looking north during Clouston’s excavations of the later northern wall of the eastern 
range where it meets the tower, clearly showing the scarcement continuing at foundation level 

(Orkney Library and Archive). 

What is The Wirk and when was it first constructed? Were there different phases of use 
(Research question 2)? 

Radiocarbon dates from contexts (1013) which abuts the internal foundation wall [1004] and 
(1021) which is below the southern scarcement [1016], both of the eastern range, have 
returned late Iron Age (Pictish) dates from the mid 7th to 8th Century AD (Appendix 6). The 
charred grain that was dated is likely to be residual within the deposits associated with The 
Wirk and derive from material that was disturbed form an earlier site during construction. It is 
possible that some of the geophysical anomalies to the south of the eastern wing relate to 
activity from this period (see Figures 6 and 8). Unfortunately, the radiocarbon dates do not 
help date The Wirk itself. 

Significantly, excavations in Trench 2 indicate that the eastern hall range of The Wirk was 
contemporary with the tower. This is contra to Clouston’s interpretations that argued for the 
east range being a later addition. Clouston’s interpretations are largely based upon 
supposition, due to the lack of a door between the tower and range and its overall large size. 
Careful examination of the join between the eastern range and tower during the current 
excavations indicates that they were the same phase, due to keyed stones, adjoining mortar 
and a continuous scarcement. Excavation of the terrace (1019) demonstrated how this was 
dumped adjacent to the tower foundation to accommodate the slope when wall [1004 = 1016] 
with upper course [1003] was built to the east. The western end of wall 1003 was truncated 
for the construction of the garderobe and vent, which was built upon the end of the range wall 
where it joined the south-east corner of the tower.  

Similarly, excavations in Trench 1 have demonstrated that the main room to the east of the 
tower and ancillary buildings further upslope were contemporary and built at the same time, 
at least at foundation level. No butt joins were evident in the excavated area. This adds further 
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weight to the interpretation that the tower and eastern range were planned and built in one 
phase.  

Whilst the precise nature of the The Wirk cannot be determined by the limited archaeological 
investigations undertaken, some tentative points can be made. 

Firstly, the latest interpretation that tower and building to the east have been shown to be 
contemporary indicates previous interpretations of the tower as originating as a free-standing 
bell tower to be erroneous. 

Secondly, the lack of flooring in the eastern building and the suggestion that it may have had 
a timber floor, would not imply this was a church. The floor could have been supported by the 
sacrament although it is not clear how this worked upslope given the limited nature of the 
current excavations. Medieval parochial churches generally had beaten earth floors, as 
excavation showed at the twelfth century church on the Brough of Birsay (Morris 2021, 54; 
Rodwell 2012). The fragments of moulded red sandstone, none of which were built into the 
revealed stonework, need not have been built into The Wirk, and could have been from an 
earlier build of the adjacent parish church. That moulded red sandstone has also been found 
at the nearby Skaill excavations, and in and around the parish church and churchyard, shows 
that the material is distributed over a sizable area and not restricted to any one of the three 
sites in the vicinity.  

Finally, the interpretation of The Wirk as a towered hall-house is the most likely given the 
findings from the current excavations and survey.  

How does the site compare with other towered sites in Orkney and the north of 
Scotland? What is the relationship between The Wirk and the parish kirk, the Norse hall 
at nearby Skaill, and the surrounding landscape (Research question 3)? 

The height and monumentality of The Wirk tower and eastern hall range, white and lime 
rendered, would have been exaggerated and emphasised when viewed from the sea by 
having The Wirk tower placed at the base of the terrace with the eastern range built higher up 
on the terraced ground behind. The partly natural rise in the topography and terrace edge can 
be seen to the north and south of The Wirk where it gradually fades out. The eastern 
building(s) could then appear much higher without actually being built so.  

Cubbie Roo’s Castle on Wyre offers a comparison to The Wirk and it’s mention in Orkneyinga 
Saga as home to chieftain Kolbein Hruga forms the documentary evidence for the early (in 
Scottish and Norwegian terms) date attributed to it and other Orkney and Caithness stone 
castles. It has a square stone-built tower with an upper floor, evidence for external mortar, a 
rock cut tank, outer defences and later outbuildings (double ditch and bank) (RCAMS 1946: 
235-239; Gibbon 2017a: 232). The mortar and quality and style of the stonework is similar to 
the nearby chapel and that found at The Wirk on Rousay (Gibbon 2017a: 232). Preliminary 
excavations were undertaken at Cubbie Roo’s Castle by Clouston in the 1930s and the site 
was later taken into the care of the Ministry of Works and more fully excavated. Records of 
the excavations are poor, with a focus upon architecture with little mention of deposits and 
finds (see Clouston 1931; RCAMS 1946).  

Clouston (1931) and Gibbon (2017) suggest a 12th century date for Cubbie Roo’s Castle based 
upon similarities in stonework and lime-mortar and plaster found in other 12th century buildings 
in Orkney and the reference to the foundation of the castle in Orkneyinga Saga (written down 
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in c.1200) supports this. The use of lime in medieval buildings is a sign of high status and 
recent work by Thacker has shown that the castle and chapel on Wyre were built with the 
same form of lime (2013). The publication of further work by Thacker on the dating of the lime 
is eagerly awaited (2016). The presence of later outbuildings is also comparable between 
Cubbie Roo’s Castle and The Wirk, although at the latter this relationship remains unclear. 
The relationship between the defensive ramparts and the tower at Cubbie Roo’s Castle is also 
unclear from the excavations, and in plan resemble that of an Iron Age broch (Gibbon 2017a: 
233-4). Of note are the lack of defensive ramparts at The Wirk, although the small apron or 
bank to the west could have been defensive. Another difference between the two structures 
is that The Wirk appears now to have originated, not as a free-standing tower, but as the 
western tower of a hall-house. Lowe noted that the building to the east was contemporary, 
based on analysis of the visible masonry, and the excavation of the subterranean wall footings 
in Trench 2 have shown this to be true, thus The Wirk originated as the western end of a large 
building, as at the Bishop’s Palace Kirkwall rather than a free standing keep, as at Cubbie 
Roo’s Castle Wyre. 

The Wirk and Cubbie Roo’s did not stand in isolation but formed core elements of extensive 
medieval estates. Cubbie Roo’s Castle with a tripartite centre, was accompanied by the nearby 
chapel of St Mary’s and Bu farm, and similarly The Wirk is central to Westness with St Mary’s 
Kirk and the hall and farm at Skaill in close proximity (see above). Similarly formed medieval 
estates are found throughout Orkney, and it is likely that both Wyre and Westness were part 
of the large earldom estate, gifted out by the earl to ensure loyalty from his kin (Gibbon 2006).  

Small stone-built, lime pointed and -plastered keeps, such as The Wirk and Cubbie Roo’s find 
closer comparison with those found in northern France or Norman England, with no direct 
comparisons found at the same time in Norway or mainland Scotland (Clouston 1931; Gibbon 
2017a: 233). That being said, fourteen medieval towered structures have been identified in 
Norse Orkney (Gibbon 2017b). These towered structures take various forms, from the above 
described small ‘square’ keeps to the round-towered church on Egilsay and the semi-circular 
towered church in Stenness. The similarity between these various towers is the choice of the 
vertical axis over the horizontal. Up until these towers appear, high status Viking and Norse 
buildings are generally long and low, and then a range of towered structures are built, 
dominating the gently undulating landscapes and waterways of Orkney, that many of these 
towers show evidence of lime render further indicates their intention to be highly visible 
markers. The presence of these towers when considered as a group suggests some of the 
wealthy chose to build prominently at a time when the volatile warring and feasting maritime 
society experienced major secular and ecclesiastical reorganisation. These expressions of 
power, found on some of the largest estates in the earldom are fashionably continental in style 
and emulate the status symbols of a knightly society and can be considered in the same milieu 
as the Romanesque churches which are often found built nearby.  From this it is demonstrable 
that The Wirk is one of several examples of vertical architecture associated with a medieval 
estate. Very few of the fourteen sites have been securely dated, although St Magnus 
Cathedral has a widely-held foundation date of 1137 and the nearby Bishop’s Palace with its 
original square tower is considered to be contemporary with the cathedral. This Bishop’s hall-
house is comparable in size and form to The Wirk and given this is much larger than the other 
known examples demonstrates that The Wirk was an ambitious and grand design (Gibbon 
2017b). 
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10.1 Engagement evaluation 
The project successfully engaged with island residents and disseminated the result on social 
media. Issues due to COVID-19 meant that the project was delayed starting, with a significant 
gap between phases of fieldwork and had to operate under strict COVID measures. Despite 
these challenges, one island resident participated in the geophysical survey and four in the 
excavations.  

Updates on the results of the project were published on the Castle Studies Trust blog:  

8 Sept 2020 Is the The Wirk a Castle? Archaeological investigations in Rousay, Orkney - Castle Studies 
Trust Blog 

20 Nov 2020: Geophysical survey at The Wirk reveals buried walls of the hall - Castle Studies Trust 
Blog 

5 July 2021 Is The Wirk a Castle? Archaeological investigations in Rousay, Orkney - Castle Studies 
Trust Blog 

Submissions have been made to Discovery and Excavation in Scotland for 2020 and 2021.  

11 Conclusions 
Geophysical survey and evaluation excavation was successfully used at The Wirk to locate, 
characterize and date the eastern range. Whilst Clouston’s excavations were limited, his plan 
of The Wirk was found to be accurate. This has significance beyond The Wirk as he excavated 
at several other sites in Orkney, and this verifies the precision of his work meaning his other 
plans and notes can be relied upon. Magnetometry and earth resistance both identified 
structural remains of the buildings and identified previously unrecorded anomalies either side 
of the site that are likely to represent buried archaeology (undated at this stage). Clouston’s 
excavations were found to be limited within the eastern range and appeared to have followed 
the main walls. Significantly, the currently excavations established that the tower and eastern 
range and ancillary buildings upslope were all contemporary and a single phase of 
construction (contra Clouston who argued the eastern range was later). Carbonised material 
(grain) from in-situ layers which abutted either side of the southern external wall of the hall 
range (east of the tower), and therefore stratigraphically postdate, returned Late Iron Age 
dates, indicating that an earlier site was likely disturbed during construction of the hall 
(Appendix 6). Unfortunately, the radiocarbon dates do not aid dating the hall itself. 
Considerable quantities of worked and moulded red sandstone were recovered from the upper 
excavated deposits in Trench 2, particularly on the southern side. These are suggested here 
to derive from the medieval phase of the neighbouring kirk rather than The Wirk. Excavations 
at The Wirk have confirmed that the remains of the hall range east of the tower survives in 
good condition just below the present ground surface. They have reexamined the building and 
provided new insights into their construction and date.  

12 Recommendations 
• Full analysis of the carbonized assemblage would be beneficial 
• A photographic and drawn record of the moulded and worked sandstone assemblage 

would be beneficial  

http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2020/09/08/is-the-the-wirk-a-castle-archaeological-investigations-in-rousay-orkney/
http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2020/09/08/is-the-the-wirk-a-castle-archaeological-investigations-in-rousay-orkney/
http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2020/11/25/geophysical-survey-at-the-wirk-reveals-buried-walls-of-the-hall/
http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2020/11/25/geophysical-survey-at-the-wirk-reveals-buried-walls-of-the-hall/
http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2021/07/05/is-the-the-wirk-a-castle-archaeological-investigations-in-rousay-orkney-2/
http://castlestudiestrust.org/blog/2021/07/05/is-the-the-wirk-a-castle-archaeological-investigations-in-rousay-orkney-2/
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• Further excavation at The Wirk would be beneficial on the western side to establish 
the character and date of the earthwork enclosure. Was this a later addition the site?  

• Evaluation excavation of the newly discovered anomalies to the north-west and south 
east of the tower would be beneficial to establish their character and date.  

• Integration of the geophysical survey at The Wirk and the wider RGK landscape 
geophysical survey, when available, would help further place the site in a landscape 
context.  

• Additional excavations could be undertaken at The Wirk to recover dateable material 
relating to the construction and use of the building (e.g. in the tower or across apron) 

• Investigation and dating of the geophysical anomalies to the south of the hall may 
help establish where the Late Iron Age charred grained recovered at The Wirk 
originated from, and establish whether activity in this location pre-dated the medieval 
kirk.   
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Figure 6. Greyscale plot of minimally
processed earth resistance data
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Figure 7. Greyscale plot of high-pass
filtered earth resistance data
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Figure 8. Earth resistance survey
interpretation diagram
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Figure 9: Trench 1 Plan and Sections
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Figure 10: Trench 2 plan
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Figure 11: Trench 2 Sections
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Appendix 1: Context register 
 

Context Trench Type Description 
1000 2 Wall East wall of The Wirk tower 
1001 2 Wall East wall abutting SE corner of The Wirk tower (garderobe) 
1002 2 Structural Scarcement at base of E wall of Wirk, below 1000 
1003 2 Wall E-W aligned external wall in east range 
1004 2 Structural Scarcement below wall 1003 
1005 2 Layer Topsoil above wall 1003 in S half of Tr. 2 
1006 2 Layer Topsoil in N part of Tr. 2 
1007 2 Layer Rubble tipping into vent 1008 
1008 2 Aperture Opening (vent) in 1001 
1009 2 Layer Gravelly layer under 1006 
1010 2 Layer Rubble on S side of 1003 under 1005 
1011 2 Fill Stoney fill under 1006, fill of 1024.  
1012 2 Layer Gravelly layer under 1009 
1013 2 Layer Compact stony silty-clay under 1012 
1014 2 Layer Silty layer under 1013 
1015 2 Layer Rubble layer on S side of 1016 
1016 2 Structure Scarcement abutting S face of 1003 
1017 2 Layer Layer within vent 1008 
1018 2 Cut Cut into wall 1003 for 1008 / 1001 
1019 2 Layer Levelling layer S side wall 1002, below 1004 
1020 2 Structure Horizontal levelling stone under 1016 
1021 2 Layer Layer/ surface on S side 1016, 1020 
1022 2 Layer Stoney layer under 1021 
1023 2 Structure Foundation wall under 1002 
1024 2 Cut Linear cut along 1023, filled by 1011 
- - - - 
1031 1 Layer Topsoil and turf 
1032 1 Structure N-S aligned wall in W part of trench 
1033 1 Structure E-W aligned wall in N-E quarter of trench 
1034 1 Layer Stony silt in SE area, below 1031 
1035 1 Layer Stony silt in W area, below 1031 
1036 1 Layer Yellow clay below 1034 
1037 1 Structure Edge set stones to E of 1032 
1038 1 Layer Glacial till in SE area, sealed by 1036 
1039 1 Layer Bedrock in SE area, sealed by 1038 
1040 1 Layer Large angular stones in W end, below 1035 
1041 1 Structure Large stones sat on edge, sealed by 1032 
1042 1 Structures Foundation course of wall 1032 
1043 1 Layer Silty dark patch contained within 1041 (natural) 

Appendix 2: Drawing register 
 

Drawing 
No. 

Type Site 
Subdivision 

Description Scale 

001 Plan Tr 1 Plan of Tr 1 1:20 
2 Plan Tr 1 Plan of Tr 1 (final) 1:20 
3 Section Tr 1 South facing section 1:20 
4 Section Tr 1 West facing section 1:20 
5 Plan Tr 2 Final plan Tr 2 1:20 
6 Section Tr 2 West facing section 1:10 
7 Section Tr 2 South facing section 1:10 
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Appendix 3: Sample register 
 

Sample 
No. 

Type Context Reason for sampling 

001 Bulk 1012 Internal deposit (ecofacts) 
002 Bulk 1013 Internal deposit (ecofacts) 
003 Bulk 1035 Possible layer for foundations (ecofacts) 
004 Bulk 1014 Internal deposit (ecofacts) 
005 Bulk 1041 Possible levelling material W of 1032 (ecofacts) 
006  -  - VOID 
007 Bulk 1021 Layer below scarcement 1020/1016 (ecofacts) 
008 Bulk 1019 Levelling deposit for E range walls (ecofacts) 

 

Appendix 4: Photo register  
Batch 1: 

Image Description Direction 
of shot 

1 Tr. 2 showing 1009, 1003, 1002, 1004, 1007, 1009 N 

2 Tr. 2 showing 1009, 1003, 1002, 1004, 1007, 1010 S 

3 Tr. 2 showing 1009, 1003, 1002, 1004, 1007, 1011 SW 

4 Tr. 2 showing 1009, 1003, 1002, 1004, 1007, 1012 W 

5 Tr. 2 context shot, 1009, 1003, 1002, 1004, 1007, 1009, 
1000 and 1001 

W 

6 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035  N 
7 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035  E 
8 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035  W 
9 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035  E 
10 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035  E 
11 Tr.2 showing 1010, wall 1003 and trench extension W 

12 Tr.2 pre-ex 1011 and 1009 W 
13 Tr.2 pre-ex 1011 and 1009 NW 
14 Tr.1 showing 1036, 1032 and 1033 E 
15 Tr.1 showing 1036, 1032 and 1034 N 
16 Tr.1 showing 1035 and 1032 E 
17 Tr.1 showing 1035 and 1033 E 
18 Tr.2 pre-ex of 1012 W 
19 Tr.2 pre-ex of 1012 NW 
20 Tr.2 pre-ex of 1012 S 
21 Tr.2 1010 and 1003 W 
22 Tr.2 1010 and 1003 S 
23 Tr.2 1010 and 1003 SW 
24 Tr.2 Pre-ex 1013 wide context shot S-W SW 
25 Tr.2 Pre-ex 1013 wide context shot S-W W 
26 Tr.2 Pre-ex 1013 wide context shot S-W N 
27 Tr. 2 Wirk 1014, pre-ex W 
28 Tr. 2 Wirk 1014, pre-ex N 
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Image Description Direction 
of shot 

29 Tr. 2 Wirk 1014, pre-ex NW 
30 Tr. 2 Wirk 1014, pre-ex W 
31 Tr. 2 Wirk 1014, pre-ex NW 
32 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1040, 1039 E 
33 Tr. 1 showing 1032, 1033, 1037 N 
34 Tr. 1 detail 1032, 1033, 1039, 1037 N 
35 Tr.1 detail 1032, 1040 E 

 

Batch 2: 

Image Description Direction 
of shot 

1 Tr.2 Wirk 1017 and pre-ex W 
2 Tr.2 Wirk 1017 and pre-ex SW 
3 Tr.2 Wirk 1017 and pre-ex NW 
4 Wirk 21 Tr.2 detail 1022 (pre-sample) S  
5 Wirk Tr.2 1019 under 1004 in section S 

6 Tr.2 E wall of Wirk 1000, 1002, 1023 and 1004, junction SW 

7 
Tr.2 E wall of Wirk 1000, 1002, 1023 and 1004 and 
1019 junction SW 

8 
Tr.2 S facing section 1019 and wall 1000, 1002, 1023, 
1006, 1009, 1012, 1013, 1014 N 

9 Tr.2 wide shot showing sondage into 1019 NW 
10 Tr. 2 general shot of trench with 1003 and 1004 SW 

11 
Tr. 2 general context shot of trench with 1000, 1003, 
1001 SW 

12 Tr.2 1003, 1001, 1000, 1002, 1023 W 
13 Tr.2 1003, 1001, 1000, 1002, 1023 W 

14 
Tr.2 general shot of trench 1003, 1016, 1008, 1001, 
1018, 1020 NW 

15 
Tr. 2 general shot of trench and Wirk wall 1000, 1001, 
1003, 1002, 1023 W 

16 Tr.2 N face of 1003/ 1004 on 1019 (sondage) S 

17 
Tr.2 N facing section 1006, 1009, 1012, 1013, 1014, 
1019, 1002, 1023 N 

18 
Tr.2 N facing section 1006, 1009, 1012, 1013, 1014, 
1019, 1002, 1023 N 

19 
Tr.2 N facing section, sondage into 1019 and showing 
1023 N 

20 Tr. 2 sondage into 1019 and wall 1004/ 1003 above S 

21 
Tr. 2 W facing section in NE corner, 1006, 1009, 1012, 
1013, 1014 E 

22 Tr.2 aperture 1008 and cut 1018 W 
23 Tr. 2 aperture 1008 and cut 1018 W 
24 Tr.2 1001, 1003, 1008, 1018 and 1000 junction NW 
25 Tr.2 wall 1003 and cut 1018 W 

26 Tr. 2 Wirk 1016, 1020 under abutting 1003 south face WNW 
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Image Description Direction 
of shot 

27 Tr. 2 Wirk 1016, 1020 under abutting 1003 south face WNW 
28 Tr. 2, Wirk, N facing section S 
29 Tr. 2, Wirk, N facing section E S 
30 Tr. 2, Wirk, N facing section W S 
31 Tr. 2, Wirk, S facing section W E 

32 Tr. 2 Wirk paving 1016, levelling 1020 and wall 1003 E 

33 Tr. 2 Wirk paving 1016, levelling 1020 and wall 1004 E 

34 Tr. 2 Wirk, paving 1016, wall 1003 1020 and 1005 layer E 
35 Tr. 2 Wirk 1016 on S side of 1003 N 

36 
Tr.2 Wirk S end of W facing section- 1005, 1010, 1015, 
1021 and 1016 E 

37 
Tr.2 Wirk S end of W facing section- 1005, 1010, 1015, 
1021 and 1017 E 

38 Tr. 2 Wirk 1020 and wall 1003 on right W 
39 Tr.2 Wirk, 1020, 1016, and 1003 on right W 

40 Tr. 2 Wirk, general shot with wall 1001, 1000 and 1003 W 

41 Tr. 2 Wirk, general shot with wall 1001, 1000 and 1003 W 

42 Tr. 2 Wirk, general shot 1000, 1001, 1003, 1004, 1023 SW 

43 Tr. 2 Wirk, general shot 1000, 1001, 1003, 1004, 1024 SW 
44 Tr. 2 Wirk, joint at ?S wall of Wirk and S wing NNE 

45 Tr. 2 Wirk, joint at ?S wall of Wirk and vent for 100 ENE 

46 Tr. 2 Wirk, joint at ?S wall of Wirk and vent for 100 ENE 
47 Wirk from WNW corner ESE 
48 Wirk from WNW corner ESE 
49 Wirk lower step on N exterior of Wirk ESE 

50 Wirk interior showing step on inside E wall and well SE 

51 Wirk interior showing step on inside E wall and well SE 
52 Wirk interior of well S 
53 Step course continuing to well SE 
54 Wirk joint in interior of Wirk SW corner SW 
55 Wirk joint in interior SW corner SW 
56 Wirk vertical pinner interior S wall 1.00m up S 
57 Wirk lime mortar interior S wall 1.00m up S 
58 Wirk interior of cistern E. S facing wall E 
59 Wirk interior of cistern 'drain' steps W 
60 Wirk entrance to well/ cistern in upper floor S 
61 Wirk mortar in W side of S range lime mortar E 
62 Wirk mortar in W side of S range lime mortar E 
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Image Description Direction 
of shot 

63 
Location of above 2 pics showing mortar (above 
clipboard) E 

64 Clay bonding in S range, W face Wirk E 
65 Clay bonding above picture above clipboard E 
66 Tr. 1 south facing section N 
67 Tr.1 detail of West end of south facing section N 

68 
Tr.1 elevation of base wall layer and foundation layer 
1032, 1042 E 

69 
Tr.1 elevation of base wall layer and foundation layer 
1032, 1042 E 

70 Tr.1 detail of foundation layer 1041 E 
71 Tr.1 west facing section E 
72 Tr.1 north facing section S 
73 Tr.1 east facing section W 

74 
Tr.1 detail of wall 1032 and foundation course 1041, 
1042 E 

75 TR.1 view showing wall 1032 and found 1042 E 
76 TR.1 view showing wall 1032 and found 1042 E 
77 TR.1 view showing wall 1032 and found 1042 E 

 

Appendix 5: Small find register  
 

SF Context Material Description E  N Z (mOD) 

001 1010 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030187 11.6735 
002 1009 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030191 11.478 
003 1010 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030188 11.5249 
004 1010 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030188 11.5504 
005 1010 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030187 11.4504 
006 1005 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030189 11.5661 
007 1005 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030188 11.5257 
008 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030187 11.4817 
009 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030187 11.3771 
010 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030188 11.2955 
011 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030187 11.2883 
012 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030188 11.2894 
013 1015 Red sandstone Worked stone 337390 1030187 11.3271 
014 1010 Red sandstone Worked stone 337389 1030187 11.6019 

 

Appendix 6: Finds catalogue  
 

Context 
no. 

SF no. Material quantity weight worked adhering 
mortar 

Description 

1005 6 Red Sandstone 1 530g y no Fillet roll moulding 

1005 7 Red Sandstone 1 1.53Kg y no Large roll moulding 

1005 
 

cramp 2 
    

1005 
 

slag 3 
    

1005 
 

Iron 1 
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Context 
no. 

SF no. Material quantity weight worked adhering 
mortar 

Description 

1005 
 

mortar Multiple 405g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1005 
 

mortar Multiple 50g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1005 
 

mortar Multiple 270g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1005 
 

mortar Multiple 330g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1005 
 

mortar Multiple 495g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1005 
 

tile or brick Multiple 55g 
   

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 46g n yes 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 143g n no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 47g n no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 1 577g y no possible curved corner 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 1 1.56Kg y no a corner with fine dot tooling 
(bushing chisel?) 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 7 2.7Kg y no dot tooling (bushing chisel?) and 
claw chiselling 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 8.8Kg n no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 1.6Kg n yes 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 1 11g n no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 2 31g y no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 157g n no 
 

1005 
 

Red Sandstone 1 43g n yes 
 

1006 
 

glass 3 
   

oxo jar and green glass, single 
jar 

1006 
 

pot 1 
   

C19 blue double glazed 
fragment 

1006 
 

mortar Multiple 45g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1006 
 

Red Sandstone 1 673g y no Worked with a 6mm wide flat 
chisel  

1006 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 379g n no 
 

1009 2 Red Sandstone 1 469g y no Fillet roll with hollow moulding 

1009 
 

cramp? 1 
    

1009 
 

mortar Multiple 30g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1009 
 

shells (mortar 
derived) 

Multiple 15g 
   

1009 
 

mortar Multiple 30g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1009 
 

Red Sandstone 1 562g y yes Mortar covering most surfaces 
plus chiselling 

1009 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 118g n no 
 

1010 3 Red Sandstone 1 355g y no Large roll moulding fragment 
with smooth surface finish 

1010 4 Red Sandstone 2 29g y no small roll moulding fragment 

1010 5 Red Sandstone 1 94g y no Roll and fillet moulding 

1010 14 Red Sandstone 1 1.5g y no Hollow and grooves moulding 
with tooling 

1010 
 

mortar Multiple 210g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 2 
 

? yes 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 1 3.52Kg y no 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 1 17.3g n yes 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 1 6.5Kg n no 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 1 6.70Kg n no 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 141g n no 
 

1010 
 

Red Sandstone 1 462g y yes mortar on several surfaces, roll 
an fillet moulding 
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Context 
no. 

SF no. Material quantity weight worked adhering 
mortar 

Description 

1010 
 

stone 1 
   

stone with worked hollow. Hinge 
stone, mortar? 

1012 
 

slag 1 
    

1012 
 

mortar Multiple 45g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1012 
 

mortar Multiple 320g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1012 
 

Red Sandstone 1 270g y no flat chisel and point working on 
respective surfaces 

1012 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 134g n ? 
 

1015 8 Red Sandstone 1 635g y no spotted tooled finish (bushing 
chisel?) 

1015 9 Red Sandstone 1 112g y no Fillet roll moulding with 
shoulders and smooth surface 

1015 10 Red Sandstone 1 24g y no Small roll moulding with smooth 
surface finish 

1015 11 Red Sandstone 1 9g y no Fragment of a small roll 
moulding 

1015 12 Red Sandstone 1 13g y no Corner, smoothly dressed 

1015 13 Red Sandstone 1 529g y no Asymetrical roll and hollows 
moulding 

1015 
 

mortar Multiple 230g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1015 
 

Red Sandstone 5 1.87Kg y no chisel marks on two pieces 

1015 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 82g n yes 
 

1015 
 

Red Sandstone Multiple 4.5Kg n no 
 

1017 
 

mortar Multiple 305g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1017 
 

Red Sandstone 1 1.24Kg n no 
 

1017 
 

Red Sandstone 1 766Kg n yes 
 

1030 
 

Red Sandstone several 277g n no 
 

1030 
 

mortar Multiple 3g 
  

Lime mortar fragments 

1030 
 

animal bone 2 
    

1031 
 

Red Sandstone 1 41g y no Fine tooled surface 

1031 
 

Red Sandstone 1 536g n no 
 

1034 
 

Red Sandstone 1 271g y no small hollows 

1034 
 

shell (mortar 
derived) 

Multiple 5g 
  

limpet shell from mortar 

1034 
 

Red Sandstone several 250g n no 
 

Unstratified Red Sandstone 3 3.15Kg n no 
 

Appendix 7: Radiocarbon date results 
 

Lab. number Fill / 
Layer 
 

Sample 
No 

Sample Context 
Description 

Radio-
carbon 
Age BP 

δ13C Calibrated 
date range 
(95% cal 
AD) 

SUERC-104759 
(GU-60887) 1013 2 

Charred 
cereal grain: 
Hodeum 
vulgare 

Compact stony 
layer under 1012, 
levelling layer north 
of wall 1004.  

1273 ± 24 -24.1 ‰ 667-777 

SUERC-104763 
(GU-60888) 1021 7 

Charred 
cereal grain: 
Hodeum 
vulgare 

Stony layer below 
levelling stones 
1020 for 
scarcement 1016, 
south of wall 1004.  

1331 ± 24 -25.0 ‰ 651-704 
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